WELCOME TO THE BUILDER STUDIO PROGRAM

Dal-Tile is proud to present the Builder Studio program. This comprehensive program has been created specifically for our homebuilder customers and features:

- Floor, wall, natural stone, accent tile plus bath accessories, quartz and slab products
- A broad spectrum of quality products for any style of home
- Products carefully selected for their design relevance and staying power
- A variety of products within pricing levels that provide several choices for easy upgrade options
- Ability to customize by local market
- Outstanding sales support and distribution points give DalTile the ability to offer exceptional customer service, national product availability, consolidated distribution and superior turnaround
- Product knowledge and continuing education

Your Dal-Tile sales representative will work with you and your installer to provide recommendations based on your merchandising objectives, space requirements, neighborhood and customer needs. Our representatives are the most knowledgeable in the industry and can tailor a comprehensive program to fit your specific project.

WHY DAL-TILE?

- Specialized Builder Team
- Global Manufacturing & Product Availability
- Builder Studio Core Manufactured Here in North America
- Made in the U.S.A.
- Powerhouse of Brands
- Company Owned Research & Development in Marazzi Italy
- Innovative, Fashion Forward Products
- Speed to Market
- 4x More Service Centers than our Largest Competitor
- 500 Company Owned Trucks
- Category Leverage (Tile, Stone & Countertops)
- MHK & Countertop Leverage
- Specialized Builder Team (Corp & Local Relationships; plus promotes ongoing Education)
NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS NOT SHOWN:
Cataño, Puerto Rico (sales service center)
Honolulu, Hawaii (sales service/stone center)
Mexicali, Mexico (manufacturing plant)
Monterrey, Mexico (manufacturing plant)
Salamanca, Mexico (manufacturing plant)
IMAGINE WHAT’S POSSIBLE™ – SINCE 1947

IT’S NOT JUST TILE. IT’S HOW WE MAKE A SPACE OUR OWN, GIVING FORM TO IMAGINATION AND REFLECTING WHO WE ARE.

It’s that extraordinary touch that creates a long-lasting kitchen backsplash, a luxurious bath, a simple office, or breathtaking grand hotel lobby. With our extensive selection of quality products, unsurpassed service and trusted attention to every detail, Daltile provides the confidence to design, build and enjoy the spaces in which we live, work and play – inviting customers to experience the extraordinary every day.

For over 70 years, Daltile has been committed to one thing – providing durable tile to beautify and protect
with unrivaled quality. As we continue to innovate, our commitments remain strong. Whether it’s for new
construction, refurbished spaces or custom options for builder programs, our philosophy has expanded
to include advances in technology along with greater design choices. Fashion-forward trends alongside
award-winning, traditional offerings equals a single-source partner for all your tile, porcelain, stone and
manufactured surface requirements.

Daltile’s extensive product breadth and dedicated team of solution experts and seasoned professionals are
ready to create a complete program around your needs with over 300 sales service centers and 9 BDCs to
support you. We’ve invested in our 11 manufacturing facilities to provide you with what you need, when you
need it with added peace-of-mind safety stock and Industry-leading, enhanced warranties.
PROVEN IN TILE – SINCE 1923

So much more than a tagline, Proven in Tile is a proud legacy nearly a century in the making. With our roots in innovation, American Olean® began as The Franklin Tile Company in 1923, as early employees pioneered new manufacturing processes that revolutionized the tile industry. In 1959, the American Olean brand name was born, and continued to flourish over the course of the next several years with the company becoming a leading manufacturer of floor and wall tiles.

Today, American Olean continues to introduce innovative new processes and designs. Ninety-four years in the industry has certainly demonstrated our passion for providing quality products, however it is the unwavering support from our customers and our continued commitment to genuine service that truly makes American Olean Proven in Tile.
Since building its first factory in Sassuolo, Italy in 1935, Marazzi has established itself as an innovative brand focused on design and creativity. With a bold vision for the future, Marazzi built the first Italian-owned ceramic manufacturing plant in the U.S. in 1982, assuring domestic access to world-renowned technology and style. Marazzi is recognized worldwide for its cutting-edge ceramic coverings and for partnering with top names in the fashion, art, design, and architectural community.
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MEASURING THE 4T’S OF FLOOR QUALITY

**NO.1 Timeless Beauty**
Tile provides seamless design throughout the home for both indoor and outdoor spaces in unlimited color and style selections that never go out of style.

**NO.2 Tough**
With an innate durability to resist decades of heavy traffic, tile is stainproof, scratchproof, waterproof and fire resistant.

**NO.3 Trouble-Free**
Tile is low maintenance and easily cleaned with zero restrictions and will not damage from cleaning services.

**NO.4 Trustworthy**
With the lowest carbon footprint of any floor, tile is green certified and completely free of any VOCs.

FLEXFIT™ SIZE SOLUTIONS

PANORAMIC PORCELAIN SURFACES ARE EXTRA-LARGE PORCELAIN SLABS that enable high-impact designs without a high impact on the budget. Plus, with our FlexFit™ Size Solutions, you can style any space with our seven standard stocked sizes. So, you can achieve the look you want and never have to worry about stains and maintenance issues common with other materials. And there are no limits to the placement of the panels. They’re suitable for floor, interior and exterior walls, counter, tub deck, appliance furniture – anywhere you want higher style while sticking to the project budget.

- ONE SLAB | 7 STOCKED SIZES | ALL PANORAMIC PORCELAIN SURFACES® COLORS
- SEAMLESS DESIGN WITH NO LIMITATIONS
- THE LOOK OF NATURAL STONE & CONCRETE AND THE DURABILITY OF PORCELAIN
- REDUCE INSTALLATION TIME & COST WITH THIS PERFECT TILE OVER TILE SOLUTION

TILE VS. ALTERNATIVES

- NO VOCs
- NO FORMALDEHYDE
- NO PVCs
- NO ALLERGENS

WHY TILE SETS THE STANDARD

- Easy to Recycle
- Improves Home Resale Value
- Sustainably Sourced
- A Smart Way to LEED Certification
Why is Perennial Porcelain Roofing tile the ideal material choice for new build or remodeled homes? Durability, beauty, and easy installation.

Made from only three natural ingredients - clay, sand, and feldspar - porcelain is synonymous with strength. It is resistant to scratches and abrasion, has very low water absorption (<0.5%), a high breaking strength, and it is resistant to stains, chemicals, and algae growth.

- Resistant to Frost
- High Breaking Strength
- Impervious to Water
- 110 mph Wind Rating
- Class A Fire Rating (Fire Resistant)
- Class IV Hail Impact Rating*
- Lifetime Limited Warranty
- Made In The USA
- Fast & Easy Installation
- Low Overall Weight +
- Walkable

We think roofing should never go unnoticed, but instead be an accent to the curb appeal of the home. With our patent pending Perennial Roofing tile design, every roof is crafted to endure the seasons.

Explore our carefully crafted assortment with selections inspired by elegant slate, classic wood shake and organic clay.

* On HD SKUs Only
+ Compared To Competitors

Made in the U.S.A.

Featuring over 120 unique collections of exceptional product.

STATE OF THE ART MANUFACTURING

12 MANUFACTURING PLANTS RIGHT HERE IN THE USA
- Positioned with the Fastest Speed to Market

UNPARALLELED SERVICE

LARGEST FOOTPRINT OF DISTRIBUTION & SERVICE LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE
- Over 70 Years Proven Support of Remarkable Products & Service

INNOVATIVE STYLE

INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY FROM DESIGN TO MANUFACTURING
- Product Features Designed to Set the Standard

ULTIMATE SOLUTION

DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND EVERYDAY LIFE
- Unparalleled Design Flexibility & Style
- Outstanding Durability & Performance
- Easy to Clean & Maintain
- No VOCs, No PVCs, No Allergens, No Worries
FLOOR TILE

From rustic-inspired designs to sophisticated looks, our broad selection of floor and wall tile is designed to inspire at various pricing levels to fit your needs.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CAPE COAST™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE

ALPINE CC70
12 x 24
16 x 16 ULMP
12 x 12 ULML

MIST CC71
12 x 24
16 x 16 ULMQ
12 x 12 ULMN

CHATEAU CC72
12 x 24
16 x 16 ULMR
12 x 12 ULMN

PEDESTAL CC73
12 x 12, 16 x 16 & 12 x 24

HAZE CC74
12 x 12, 16 x 16 & 12 x 24

2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

ALPINE CC70
MIST CC71
CHATEAU CC72
PEDESTAL CC73
HAZE CC74

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

16 x 16
Floor Tile
12 x 24
Floor Tile
12 x 12
Floor Tile

CANNES™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE

CREMA CA20
CANDIDO CA22
LIGHT NOCE CA21
MASSO CA23

2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

CREMA CA20
CANDIDO CA22
LIGHT NOCE CA21
MASSO CA23

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

18 x 18
Floor Tile
12 x 24
Floor Tile
12 x 12
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SIERRA™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 12
Floor Tile

RAINIER 1500
ALMOND 2009
VAIL 1535
BLACK 2011

ASPREN 1525

EMBLEM™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

7 x 20
Floor Tile

BEIGE EM01
GRAY EM03

BROWN EM04

Photo features Emblem™ Brown 7 x 20 in a staggered brick-joint pattern on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
SANDALO™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

- SERENE WHITE SW90
- ACACIA BEIGE SW91
- RAFFIA NOCE SW93
- CASTILLIAN GRAY SW92

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

- SERENE WHITE SW90
- ACACIA BEIGE SW91
- RAFFIA NOCE SW93
- CASTILLIAN GRAY SW92

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 18 x 18 Floor Tile
- 12 x 12 Floor Tile
- 9 x 12 Wall Tile
- 6 x 6 Wall Tile

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

- 2 x 2 mosaic dot-mounted on a 12 x 24 Sheet

DECORATIVE ACCENTS

- SMOKY TOPAZ BLEND SW97
- ZIRCON BLEND SW98

SALERNO™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

- GRIGIO PERLA SL84
- CREMONA CAFFE SL82
- MARRONE CHIARO SL83

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

- GRIGIO PERLA SL84
- CREMONA CAFFE SL82
- MARRONE CHIARO SL83

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

- GRIGIO PERLA SL84
- CREMONA CAFFE SL82
- MARRONE CHIARO SL83

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 18 x 18 Floor Tile
- 12 x 12 Floor Tile
- 10 x 14 Wall Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
HEATHLAND™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

WHITE ROCK HL01
RAFFIA HL02
AMBER HL03
EDGEWOOD HL04
SAGE HL06
ASHLAND HL05

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

WHITE ROCK HL01
RAFFIA HL02
AMBER HL03
EDGEWOOD HL04
SAGE HL06
ASHLAND HL05

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

2 x 2 mosaic dot-mounted on a 12 x 24 Sheet

SUNRISE BLEND HL07
SUNSET BLEND HL08

DECORATIVE ACCENTS

SUNRISE HL07
4 x 12 Floor Border
SUNSET HL08
4 x 12 Floor Border
UNIVERSAL HL09
2 x 10 Wall Border

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

18 x 18
12 x 12
9 x 12
6 x 6
3 x 6
Floor Tile
Floor Tile
Wall Tile
Wall Tile
Wall Tile

† 9 x 12 and 3 x 6 sizes only available in HL01, HL02, HL03 and HL04.
Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive.
Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

Photo features Heathland™ Ashland 12 x 12 in a brick pattern on the floor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

- SCOTTISH WHITE WI01
- ENGLISH GREY WI03
- IRISH BROWN WI02

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 18 x 18 Floor Tile
- 12 x 24 Floor Tile
- 12 x 12 Floor Tile
- 10 x 14 Wall Tile
- 4 x 12 Wall Tile

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

- SCOTTISH WHITE WI01
- ENGLISH GREY WI03
- IRISH BROWN WI02

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC — 12 x 24 SHEET

- SCOTTISH WHITE WI01
- ENGLISH GREY WI03
- IRISH BROWN WI02

ABOUND™

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

- BILLOW AB01
- PARCHMENT AB02
- NIMBUS AB03
- ASHEN AB04
- UMBER AB05

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

- BILLOW AB01
- PARCHMENT AB02
- NIMBUS AB03
- ASHEN AB04
- UMBER AB05

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 4 MOSAIC — DOT-MOUNTED 12 x 12 SHEET

- BILLOW AB01
- PARCHMENT AB02
- NIMBUS AB03
- ASHEN AB04
- UMBER AB05

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 18 x 18 Floor Tile
- 12 x 24 Floor Tile
- 12 x 12 Floor Tile
- 10 x 14 Wall Tile
- 6 x 6 Wall Tile

DECORATIVE WALL ACCENT 2 x 10

- WARM UNIVERSAL AB06 (Coordinates with AB01, AB02, AB05)
- COOL UNIVERSAL AB07 (Coordinates with AB03, AB04)

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
ARENELLA™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

AR30 OFF WHITE

AR31 LIGHT BEIGE

AR32 LIGHT GRAY

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

AR30 OFF WHITE

AR31 LIGHT BEIGE

AR32 LIGHT GRAY

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC — DOT-MOUNTED 12 x 12 SHEET

AR30 OFF WHITE

AR31 LIGHT BEIGE

AR32 LIGHT GRAY

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

| 18 x 18 Floor Tile | 12 x 24 Floor Tile | 12 x 12 Floor Tile | 10 x 14 Wall Tile | 4 x 12 Wall Tile |

Photo features Arenella™ Light Gray 18 x 18 floor tile on the floor with Light Gray 4 x 12 wall tile on the backsplash and wall.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WOODBRIDGE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

SPRUCE WB96

CEDAR WB97

CHESTNUT WB98

ASH OAK WB99

GLAZED CERAMIC HERRINGBONE MOSAIC – 1 x 3 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 9 x 12 SHEET

SPRUCE WB96

CEDAR WB97

CHESTNUT WB98

ASH OAK WB99

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

4 x 28
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
HILL HOUSE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

NATURAL HH01
GREIGE HH02
TEAK HH03
DARK BROWN HH04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 36
Floor Tile

GLEN ARBOR™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

NATURAL GA01
BROWN GA02
GREY GA03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 26
Floor Tile

WILLOW BEND™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

WHITE WB01
DARK BROWN WB03
SMOKY BROWN WB02

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 36
6 x 24
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DAL TILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
GAINESWOOD™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

Available Tile Sizes
6 x 24
Floor Tile

Photo features Gaineswood™ Walnut 6 x 24 on the floor.

OREGON™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

Available Tile Sizes
8 x 36
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
MODERN HEARTH™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

WHITE ASH MH04  MANTELPIECE MH05  CHIMNEY CORNER MH06

3 x 12 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

WHITE ASH MH04  MANTELPIECE MH05  CHIMNEY CORNER MH06

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 4 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC — 12 x 12 SHEET

WHITE ASH MH04  MANTELPIECE MH05  CHIMNEY CORNER MH06

6 x 6 GLAZED CERAMIC DECORATIVE WALL TILE*

WHITE ASH MH07  MANTELPIECE MH08  CHIMNEY CORNER MH09

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

* Each color is available in 30 unique designs which are pre-boxed in a random assortment. Individual designs are not sold separately.
Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive.
Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ARTICULO™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

EDITORIAL WHITE AR06
FEATURE BEIGE AR07
COLUMN GREY AR09

STORY BROWN AR08
HEADLINE GREY AR10

6 x 18 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

EDITORIAL WHITE AR06
FEATURE BEIGE AR07
COLUMN GREY AR09
STORY BROWN AR08
HEADLINE GREY AR10

6 x 18 GLAZED CERAMIC WAVE WALL TILE

EDITORIAL WHITE AR06
FEATURE BEIGE AR07
COLUMN GREY AR09
STORY BROWN AR08
HEADLINE GREY AR10

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 1 x 3 STRAIGHT-JOINT MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

EDITORIAL WHITE AR06
FEATURE BEIGE AR07
COLUMN GREY AR09
STORY BROWN AR08
HEADLINE GREY AR10

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Photo features Articulo Column Grey 12 x 24 floor tile on the floor and Editorial White 6 x 18 wave wall tile on the fireplace.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
COVE CREEK™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

OFF WHITE CC08
BEIGE CC09
GRAY CC10

10 x 14 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

OFF WHITE CC08
BEIGE CC09
GRAY CC10

4 x 16 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

OFF WHITE CC08
BEIGE CC09
GRAY CC10

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

OFF WHITE CC08
BEIGE CC09
GRAY CC10

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

20 x 20 Floor Tile
13 x 13 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
10 x 14 Wall Tile
4 x 16 Wall Tile

Photo features Cove Creek™ Off White 20 x 20 floor tile and 2 x 2 mosaic on the floor with 4 x 16 wall tile on the wall.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SEVERINO™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

VENTO BREEZE SV96  ARIA SAND SV97  CENERE FOG SV98  TERRA BRUNO SV99

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

VENTO BREEZE SV96  ARIA SAND SV97  CENERE FOG SV98  TERRA BRUNO SV99

2 x 10 DECORATIVE WALL ACCENTS

CESTINO FRESCO SV94
(Coordinates with SV96 & SV98)

CESTINO CALDO SV95
(Coordinates with SV97 & SV99)

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

VENTO BREEZE SV96  ARIA SAND SV97  CENERE FOG SV98  TERRA BRUNO SV99

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2" OCTAGON & 1" DOT MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

VENTO BREEZE SV96  ARIA SAND SV97  CENERE FOG SV98  TERRA BRUNO SV99

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
KONCRETE™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

WHITE KC01

CLOSE UP

BEIGE KC02

CLOSE UP

GREIGE KC03

CLOSE UP

GREY KC04

CLOSE UP

10 x 14 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

WHITE KC01

BEIGE KC02

GREIGE KC03

GREY KC04

4 x 12 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

WHITE KC01

BEIGE KC02

GREIGE KC03

GREY KC04

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

WHITE KC01

BEIGE KC02

GREIGE KC03

GREY KC04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

16 x 16
Floor Tile

12 x 24
Floor Tile

12 x 12
Wall Tile

10 x 14
Wall Tile

4 x 12
Wall Tile

4 x 12 DECORATIVE WALL ACCENTS

KC07 COOL CATENA

KC05 COOL MADerno

KC08 WARM CATENA

KC06 WARM MADerno

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

**BALANS™**
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

**GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE**

- **WHITE BA30**
- **BEIGE BA31**
- **BROWN BA33**
- **GREY BA32**

**10 x 14 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE**

- **WHITE BA30**
- **BEIGE BA31**
- **BROWN BA33**
- **GREY BA32**

**4 x 12 GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE**

- **WHITE BA30**
- **BEIGE BA31**

**GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 4 STRAIGHT-JOINT MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET**

- **WHITE BA30**
- **BEIGE BA31**
- **BROWN BA33**
- **GREY BA32**

**AVAILABLE TILE SIZES**

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SKYBRIDGE™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

OFF WHITE SY95
BEIGE SY96
BROWN SY97
GRAY SY98

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

OFF WHITE SY95
BEIGE SY96
BROWN SY97
GRAY SY98

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 4 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

OFF WHITE SY95
BEIGE SY96
BROWN SY97
GRAY SY98

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Photo features Skybridge™ Off White 18 x 18 floor tile on the floor and Gray 10 x 14 wall tile on the wall.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
AFFINITY™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR, GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

CREAM AF01

BEIGE AF02

GRAY AF03

BROWN AF04

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

CREAM AF01

BEIGE AF02

GRAY AF03

BROWN AF04

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

CREAM AF01

BEIGE AF02

GRAY AF03

BROWN AF04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

Photo features Affinity™ Cream 12 x 24 floor tile on the floor with Cream 10 x 14 wall tile and 2 x 2 mosaic around the fireplace.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
LINDEN POINT™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR, GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

BIANCO LP19

BEIGE LP20

GRIGIO LP21

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

BIANCO LP19

BEIGE LP20

GRIGIO LP21

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC
2 x 2 mosaic dot-mounted on a 12 x 24 Sheet

BIANCO LP19

BEIGE LP20

GRIGIO LP21

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24
Floor Tile

10 x 14
Wall Tile

ESTA VILLA™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR, GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

GARDEN WHITE EV97

TERRACE BEIGE EV98

COTTAGE BROWN EV99

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC
2 x 4 brick-joint dot-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

GARDEN WHITE EV97

TERRACE BEIGE EV98

COTTAGE BROWN EV99

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

GARDEN WHITE EV97

TERRACE BEIGE EV98

COTTAGE BROWN EV99

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

18 x 18
Floor Tile

12 x 24
Floor Tile

12 x 12
Floor Tile

10 x 14
Wall Tile

Photo features Esta Villa™ Garden White 12 x 12 in a grid pattern on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
AVENEL™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

IVORY AV25  BEIGE AV26  GRAY AV27

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC — 12 x 24 SHEET

IVORY AV25  BEIGE AV26  GRAY AV27

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
DANYA™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

STREAM DY01
COVE DY02
RIVERBED DY03
BASIN DY04

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

STREAM DY01
COVE DY02
RIVERBED DY03
BASIN DY04

GLAZED CERAMIC 3 x 3 MOSAIC — 12 x 24 SHEET

STREAM DY01
COVE DY02
RIVERBED DY03
BASIN DY04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

18 x 18 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 12 Floor Tile
10 x 14 Wall Tile

CONCRETE CHIC™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

CURRENT CREAM CC65
TRENDY TAN CC66
ELEGANT GRAY CC67
STYLISH CHARCOAL CC68
VOGUE BROWN CC69

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

13 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 12 Floor Tile

Photo features Concrete Chic Current Cream 12 x 12 floor tile on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SUNSET FALLS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR AND GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

- WHITE SF15
- BEIGE SF16
- GRAY SF17

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

- WHITE SF15
- BEIGE SF16
- GRAY SF17

HERRINGBONE MOSAIC – 1 x 3 DOT-MOUNTED ON A 9 x 12 SHEET

- WHITE SF15
- BEIGE SF16
- GRAY SF17

JOLLY TRIM

- WHITE SF15
- BEIGE SF16
- GRAY SF17

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24 Floor Tile
6 x 18 Wall Tile
4 x 12 Wall Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
IMPRESA™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR, WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR TILE

LIGHT GRAY IM08

TAUPE IM09

CHARCOAL IM10

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

LIGHT GRAY IM08

TAUPE IM09

CHARCOAL IM10

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC — 12 x 24 SHEET

LIGHT GRAY IM08

TAUPE IM09

CHARCOAL IM10

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Photo features Impresa™ Charcoal 12 x 24 on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
KNOXWOOD™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 24
Floor Tile

BELLA VISTA™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

BV30 IVORY
BV31 BEIGE
BV32 TAUPE
BV33 SMOKE

GLAZED CERAMIC 2” OCTAGON WITH 1” DOT MOSAIC – 12 x 12 SHEET

BV30 IVORY
BV31 BEIGE
BV32 TAUPE
BV33 SMOKE

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

20 x 20
Floor Tile
12 x 24
Floor Tile
13 x 13
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

Photo features Bella Vista® Smoke 12 x 24 in a staggered grid pattern on the floor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ALTERATIONS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

AT61 COTTON
AT62 LINEN
AT63 LIGHT THREAD
AT64 WOVEN SLATE
AT65 DARK WEAVE

1 x 3 STACKED MOSAIC – 12 x 12 SHEET

AT61 COTTON
AT62 LINEN
AT63 LIGHT THREAD
AT64 WOVEN SLATE
AT65 DARK WEAVE

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24
Floor Tile

Photo features Alterations™ Dark Weave 12 x 24 on the floor and Linen 12 x 24 on the fireplace.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
MODERN OASIS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

MD05 SOFT CLOUD

MD06 MORNING HAZE

MD07 DESERT SAND

MD08 GENTLE RAIN

MD09 STORMY SKY

2 x 2 CERAMIC SQUARE MOSAIC – 12 x 12 SHEET

MD05 SOFT CLOUD

MD06 MORNING HAZE

MD07 DESERT SAND

MD08 GENTLE RAIN

MD09 STORMY SKY

1 x 3 CERAMIC STACKED MOSAIC - 12 x 12 SHEET

MD05 SOFT CLOUD

MD06 MORNING HAZE

MD07 DESERT SAND

MD08 GENTLE RAIN

MD09 STORMY SKY

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 24 Floor Tile

12 x 24 Floor Tile

Photo features Modern Oasis™ Soft Cloud 24 x 24 on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CAVATINA™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

CV05 ARIA
CV06 ENCORE
CV08 MELODIC
CV07 CONCERTO

2 x 4 GLAZED CERAMIC BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC – 12 x 12 SHEET

CV05 ARIA
CV06 ENCORE
CV08 MELODIC
CV07 CONCERTO

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

20 x 20 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
13 x 13 Floor Tile

TITUS HILLS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

TH01 CALACATTA

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

TH01 CALACATTA

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24 Floor Tile
4 x 8 Wall Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
MERCATO™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

BIANCO MC04

BEIGE MC05

GRAY MC06

WALNUT MC07

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

8 x 36
Floor Tile

MOUNT CLAIRE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

ASH MC30

EMBER MC31

2 x 4 GLAZED CERAMIC BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC – 12 x 12 SHEET

ASH MC30

EMBER MC31

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24
Floor Tile

Some products may have trim available. Contact your sales representative or visit MarazziUSA.com for more information.
MEMOIR™
GLAZED CERAMIC FLOOR

Available Tile Sizes

- Petal Grey ME20
- Petal Black ME21
- Star Greige ME22
- Star Grey ME23

Photo features Memoir™ Petal Black 12 x 12 on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SADDLE BROOK™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR*

OAK TRAIL SD13

FARMHOUSE SD14

WALNUT CREEK SD15

GRAVEL ROAD SD16

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 6 x 36 Floor Tile

YORKWOOD MANOR™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

PECAN YM02

BIRCHTREE YM01

DEEP WALNUT YM03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZE

- 6 x 36 Floor Tile

* Also available in Saddle Brook XT™ SD83-86 with StepWise™ technology for exterior floor applications.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
REMINISCENT™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR with STEPWISE™ & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

Available Tile Sizes

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

Available Tile Sizes

VOLUME 1.0™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR with STEPWISE™ TECHNOLOGY

Available Tile Sizes

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
EXQUISITE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR, GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

IVORY EQ10
CHANTILLY EQ11
SILVERSTONE EQ12
MINK EQ13

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

IVORY EQ10
CHANTILLY EQ11
SILVERSTONE EQ12
MINK EQ13

DECORATIVE ACCENTS

LIGHT UNIVERSAL EQ14 4 x 12
DARK UNIVERSAL EQ15 4 x 12
LIGHT UNIVERSAL EQ14 2 x 9
DARK UNIVERSAL EQ15 2 x 9

SILVERSTONE EQ12
MINK EQ13

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 24 Floor Tile
18 x 18 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 12 Floor Tile
12 x 18 Wall Tile

Photo features Exquisite™ Chantilly 12 x 24 floor tile in a random brick pattern on the floor with 2 x 4 brick-joint mosaic on the sink pedestal.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SANTINO™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR*

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

18 x 36 Floor Tile
18 x 18 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
6 x 24 Floor Tile

* Available only in 18 x 36 and 12 x 24.

FLORENTINE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC*

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE (MATTE)

CARRARA FL06
ARGENTO FL08
MARFIL FL07
NOCIOLLA FL09

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE (GLOSSY)

CARRARA FL06
ARGENTO FL08
MARFIL FL07
NOCIOLLA FL09

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC (MATTE)
2 x 4 brick-joint dot-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 12 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Wall Tile
10 x 16 Wall Tile

* Available only in 18 x 36 and 12 x 24.

*TIER
03

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
IMAGICA™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

VISION IG95
HAZE IG97
COSMO IG96
MIDNIGHT IG98

FABRIQUE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

BLANC LINEN P685†
CRÈME LINEN P686
SOLEIL LINEN P687
BRUN LINEN P691
GRIS LINEN P690
NOIR LINEN P689

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
PORTFOLIO™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

ICE PF01
WHITE PF02
DOVE GREY PF04
ASH GREY PF05
CREAM PF07
NOCE PF11
CHOCOLATE PF08
FANGO PF03
COTTO PF10
IRON GREY PF06
CHARCOAL PF09

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – 2 x 2 MOSAIC DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

ICE PF01
WHITE PF02
DOVE GREY PF04
ASH GREY PF05
CREAM PF07
NOCE PF11
CHOCOLATE PF08
FANGO PF03
COTTO PF10
IRON GREY PF06
CHARCOAL PF09

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
6 x 24 Floor Tile

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 27 SHEET

EARTH BLEND PF14
(40% PF11 Noce, 40% PF07 Cream, 20% PF03 Fango)
SKYLINE BLEND PF12
(33% PF02 White, 33% PF05 Ash Grey, 33% PF09 Charcoal)
SEASON BLEND PF13
(40% PF11 Noce, 40% PF09 Charcoal, 20% PF08 Chocolate)

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DAL TILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WATERWOOD™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

WHITE OAK WD15
NATURAL OAK WD16
CLASSIC OAK WD17
WEATHERED OAK WD18

GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 10 SHEET

WHITE OAK WD15
NATURAL OAK WD16
CLASSIC OAK WD17
WEATHERED OAK WD18

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

8 x 40
Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent, or possible added labor.
HARVEST GROVE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

CASHEW HG03

PECAN HG04

CHERRY HG05

WALNUT HG06

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

CASHEW HG03

PECAN HG04

CHERRY HG05

WALNUT HG06

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 24</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HISTORIC BRIDGE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

UPPER FERRY HB01

BANK’S BRIDGE HB03

OLD HOLLOW HB02

OLD FORGE HB04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 36</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
**VELLAGIO™**
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

**GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE**

BEIGE VL05  
SILVER VL06  
LIGHT NOCE VL07

**GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET**

BEIGE VL05  
SILVER VL06  
LIGHT NOCE VL07

**AVAILABLE TILE SIZES**

18 x 36  
12 x 24

Floor Tile  
Floor Tile

Photo features Vellagio™ Beige 12 x 24 on the floor.

**MERIT™**
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC with STEPWISE™

**GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE**

COOL BEIGE ME07  
LIGHT GRAY ME08  
BROWN ME10  
DARK GRAY ME09

**AVAILABLE TILE SIZES**

18 x 18  
12 x 24

Floor Tile  
Floor Tile

**GLAZED PORCELAIN 2 x 2 MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET**

COOL BEIGE ME07  
LIGHT GRAY ME08  
BROWN ME10  
DARK GRAY ME09

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
UNION™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC with STEPWISE™

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

PLATINUM WHITE UN01
WEATHERED BEIGE UN02
INDUSTRIAL GRAY UN03
RUSTED BROWN UN04
BLACK NICKEL UN05

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN 2 x 3 MODERN WEAVE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

PLATINUM WHITE UN01
WEATHERED BEIGE UN02
INDUSTRIAL GRAY UN03
RUSTED BROWN UN04
BLACK NICKEL UN05

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile
8 x 48 Floor Tile

Photo features Union™ Black Nickel 8 x 48 on the exterior floor and Industrial Gray 12 x 24 on the interior floor with Industrial Gray 2 x 3 Modern Weave mosaic on the kitchen wall.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
SUMMERVILLE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR

Available Tile Sizes

- SV06 CHAMPAGNE
- SV07 CAFÉ AU LAIT
- SV08 KIR ROYALE

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
AMERICAN ESTATES™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9 x 36</th>
<th>6 x 36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL</td>
<td>ULCG</td>
<td>ULCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADDLE</td>
<td>ULCH</td>
<td>ULCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPICE</td>
<td>ULCJ</td>
<td>ULCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAND</td>
<td>AE01</td>
<td>AE01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUEDE</td>
<td>AE02</td>
<td>AE02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEBBLE</td>
<td>AE03</td>
<td>AE03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
PERSUADE™
GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR WITH GLAZED CERAMIC WALL & MOSAIC

GLAZED PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

PS40 WHITE  |  PS41 BEIGE  |  PS42 GRAY

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

PS40 WHITE  |  PS41 BEIGE  |  PS42 GRAY

GLAZED CERAMIC 1 x 3 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

PS40 WHITE  |  PS41 BEIGE  |  PS42 GRAY

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24  |  6 x 18  |  4 x 12
Floor Tile | Wall Tile | Wall Tile

CATHEDRAL HEIGHTS™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

CH05 PURITY  |  CH06 TRANQUILITY  |  CH07 DIVINITY  |  CH08 NOBILITY

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

9 x 36  |  6 x 36
Floor Tile | Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
LOUNGE14™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

STRIP MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

DECORATIVE INLAY – 12 x 24 SHEET

2 x 2 MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

FLOOR TILE

DECORATIVE
SHEET

PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
IRONCRAFT™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE – AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED & LIGHT POLISHED

PHOSPHOR WHITE IC11  CASPER GREY IC12  CHARCOAL GREY IC13  RUSTED BRONZE IC14  SABLE BLACK IC15

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN MOSAIC – UNPOLISHED ONLY
2 x 2 mosaic mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

PHOSPHOR WHITE IC11  CASPER GREY IC12  CHARCOAL GREY IC13  RUSTED BRONZE IC14  SABLE BLACK IC15

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

COLORBODY™ RANDOM INTERLOCKING MOSAIC*
Mesh-mounted on a 15 x 12 Sheet

PHOSPHOR GREY BLEND IC16  GREY BLACK BLEND IC17  SABLE BRONZE BLEND IC18

* Available in three unique color blends only with a random mix of light polished and unpolished pieces.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

BUILDER STUDIO | PLEASE REFER TO DAL TILE.COM FOR APPLICATION AND TEST RESULTS
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
EMERSON WOOD™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & 3D CUBE MOSAIC with STEPWISE™ TECHNOLOGY &
2 x 2 GLAZED CERAMIC MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE with STEPWISE™

ASH WHITE EP06
BUTTER PECAN EP01
BALSAM FIR EP04
HICKORY PECAN EP05
BRAZILIAN WALNUT EP03

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN 3D CUBE MOSAIC with STEPWISE™ – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 11-1/2 x 11-1/2 SHEET

ASH WHITE EP06
BUTTER PECAN EP01
BALSAM FIR EP04
HICKORY PECAN EP05
BRAZILIAN WALNUT EP03

GLAZED CERAMIC 2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

ASH WHITE EP06
BUTTER PECAN EP01
BALSAM FIR EP04
HICKORY PECAN EP05
BRAZILIAN WALNUT EP03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

12 x 48
8 x 48
6 x 48
Floor Tile
Floor Tile
Floor Tile

Photo features Emerson Wood™ Ash White 3D Cube mosaic on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
CHORD™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE – PLASTER VISUAL (AVAILABLE IN LIGHT POLISHED & UNPOLISHED)
SONATA WHITE CH20
ALLEGRO BEIGE CH21
CANON GREY CH22

FLOOR TILE – CEMENT VISUAL (AVAILABLE IN LIGHT POLISHED & UNPOLISHED)
FORTE GREY CH25
RHYTHM BROWN CH23
BARITONE BROWN CH24

12 x 24 TEXTURED DECORATIVE ACCENT – PLASTER VISUAL (AVAILABLE IN TEXTURED ONLY)
SONATA WHITE CH20
ALLEGRO BEIGE CH21
CANON GREY CH22

12 x 24 TEXTURED DECORATIVE ACCENT – CEMENT VISUAL (AVAILABLE IN TEXTURED ONLY)
FORTE GREY CH25
RHYTHM BROWN CH23
BARITONE BROWN CH24

3" TRIANGLE MOSAIC – (AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED ONLY) – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 14 SHEET
SONATA WHITE CH20
ALLEGRO BEIGE CH21
CANON GREY CH22
FORTE GREY CH25
RHYTHM BROWN CH23
BARITONE BROWN CH24

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48
Floor Tile
24 x 24
Floor Tile
12 x 24
Floor Tile
12 x 24
Decorative Accent

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
BRICKWORK™
PAVER TILE

2 x 8 PAVER TILE

STUDIO BW01

ATRIUM BW02

PATIO BW03

ALCOVE BW04

TERRACE BW05

CORRIDOR BW06

4 x 8 PAVER TILE

STUDIO BW01

ATRIUM BW02

PATIO BW03

ALCOVE BW04

TERRACE BW05

CORRIDOR BW06

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Photo features Brickwork® Terrace 2 x 8 paver in a brick-joint pattern on the wall and Season Wood® Redwood Grove on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
FABRIC ART™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE – MODERN TEXTILE

WHITE MT50
BEIGE MT51
TAUPE MT52
MEDIUM GRAY MT53
DARK GRAY MT54
MIDNIGHT BLUE MT55

FLOOR TILE – MODERN LINEAR

WHITE ML60
BEIGE ML61
TAUPE ML62
MEDIUM GRAY ML63
DARK GRAY ML64
MIDNIGHT BLUE ML65

FLOOR TILE – MODERN KALEIDOSCOPE

NATURAL PRISM MK70
Beige/Taupe
WHITE ASH PRISM MK71
White/Medium Gray/Dark Gray
ASHEN STEEL PRISM MK72
Medium Gray/Dark Gray
MIDNIGHT STEEL PRISM MK73
Dark Gray/Midnight Blue

1 x 3 STRAIGHT-JOINT MOSAIC – AVAILABLE IN MODERN TEXTILE ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

MODERN TEXTILE
WHITE MT50
MODERN TEXTILE
BEIGE MT51
MODERN TEXTILE
TAUPE MT52
MODERN TEXTILE
MEDIUM GRAY MT53
MODERN TEXTILE
DARK GRAY MT54
MODERN TEXTILE
MIDNIGHT BLUE MT55

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES
– TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
RIVER MARBLE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED & POLISHED

RIVER RAPIDS RM90

SANDY FLATS RM91

SILVER SPRINGS RM92

MUDDY BANKS RM93

SMOKY RIVER RM94

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES — TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 36</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 24</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 36</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 24</td>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Photo features River Marble™ Sandy Flats 12 x 24 polished on the floor.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
SEASON WOOD™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

NATIVE

SNOW PINE SW05

WEATHERED

REDWOOD GROVE SW04

ORCHARD GREY SW01

AUTUMN WOOD SW03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
BRICKTOWN™
PAVER TILE

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>ARCTIC BLEND BT07</th>
<th>FAWN TERRACE BT08</th>
<th>CASHMERE COURT BT10</th>
<th>CHESTNUT BOULEVARD BT11</th>
<th>ONYX CROSSING BT12</th>
<th>GREEGE PARKWAY BT09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 x 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Tile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

BUILDER STUDIO | PLEASE REFER TO AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR APPLICATION AND TEST RESULTS
SCENE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE – UNPOLISHED

CREST SC01
SHORE SC02
RIDGE SC03
HORIZON SC04

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE – LIGHT POLISHED

CREST SC01
SHORE SC02
RIDGE SC03
HORIZON SC04

DECORATIVE ACCENT 4 x 24

CREST SC01
SHORE SC02
RIDGE SC03
HORIZON SC04

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

12 x 48 Floor Tile
8 x 48 Floor Tile
6 x 48 Floor Tile
24 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CHATEAU RESERVE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR with STEPWISE™

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

CR40 HICKORY GROVE

CR41 LA PETIT GREIGE
CR42 SHADOW MOUNTAIN
CR43 RUSTIC LODGE
CR44 WOODLAND CHALET

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
MODERN FORMATION™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN with STEPWISE™ & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE - AVAILABLE IN LIGHT POLISHED, UNPOLISHED & TEXTURED

MF01 PEAK WHITE
MF02 OVERLAND BEIGE
MF03 CANYON TAUPE
MF04 HEADLAND FOG
MF05 SMOKY RIDGE
MF06 MESA POINT

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48
Floor Tile
(Light Polished & Unpolished only)

24 x 24
Floor Tile
(Light Polished & Unpolished only)

12 x 24
Floor Tile
(Light Polished, Unpolished & Textured only)

MIXED CHEVRON MOSAIC* – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 13 SHEET

MF01 PEAK WHITE
MF02 OVERLAND BEIGE
MF03 CANYON TAUPE
MF04 HEADLAND FOG
MF05 SMOKY RIDGE
MF06 MESA POINT

2 x 2 MOSAIC – UNPOLISHED – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

MF01 PEAK WHITE
MF02 OVERLAND BEIGE
MF03 CANYON TAUPE
MF04 HEADLAND FOG
MF05 SMOKY RIDGE
MF06 MESA POINT

INFLUENCE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

IF01 STEEL
IF02 SILVER
IF03 IRON
IF04 BRASS
IF05 COPPER

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

18 x 36
Floor Tile

9 x 36
Floor Tile

12 x 24
Floor Tile

LINEAR STRIP MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

IF01 STEEL
IF02 SILVER
IF03 IRON
IF04 BRASS
IF05 COPPER

*StepWise™ available in 12 x 24 Textured finish only. A blend of the light polished, unpolished and textured finishes (not available in each finish).
Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive.
Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
SOCIETY™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

FLOOR TILE - AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED & LIGHT POLISHED

- MONUMENT WHITE SO45
- CIVIC SAND SO46
- PARK LANE GRAY SO47
- UNION SMOKE SO48
- DISTRICT SLATE SO49

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

| 12 x 24 | 8 x 48 |
| Floor Tile | Floor Tile |
| (Unpolished & Light Polished only) | (Unpolished only) |

2” HALF HEX MOSAIC - AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED ONLY

- COSMOPOLITAN WARM BLEND SO50
- COSMOPOLITAN COOL BLEND SO51

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
QUARTETTO™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

FLOOR TILE – SOLIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TALCO QU01</td>
<td>TALCO QU01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBRA QU02</td>
<td>AMBRA QU02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMICE QU03</td>
<td>POMICE QU03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCRA QU07</td>
<td>OCRA QU07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRA QU04</td>
<td>TERRA QU04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASALTO QU06</td>
<td>BASALTO QU06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADMIO QU08</td>
<td>CADMIO QU08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBALTO QU05</td>
<td>COBALTO QU05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLOOR TILE – DECORATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WARM ROMBO QU09</td>
<td>WARM ROMBO QU09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL ROMBO QU17</td>
<td>COOL ROMBO QU17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM SOLÈ QU10</td>
<td>WARM SOLÈ QU10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL SOLÈ QU18</td>
<td>COOL SOLÈ QU18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM FIGURA QU11</td>
<td>WARM FIGURA QU11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL FIGURA QU19</td>
<td>COOL FIGURA QU19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM GRANDE FIORE QU12</td>
<td>WARM GRANDE FIORE QU12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL GRANDE FIORE QU20</td>
<td>COOL GRANDE FIORE QU20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM CIRCOLO QU13</td>
<td>WARM CIRCOLO QU13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL CIRCOLO QU21</td>
<td>COOL CIRCOLO QU21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM PICCOLO FIORE QU14</td>
<td>WARM PICCOLO FIORE QU14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL PICCOLO FIORE QU22</td>
<td>COOL PICCOLO FIORE QU22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM PÉTALO QU15</td>
<td>WARM PÉTALO QU15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL PÉTALO QU23</td>
<td>COOL PÉTALO QU23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM PIAZZA QU16</td>
<td>WARM PIAZZA QU16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL PIAZZA QU24</td>
<td>COOL PIAZZA QU24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESIGN IDEAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WARM CIRCOLO QU13</td>
<td>WARM CIRCOLO QU13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOL SOLÈ QU18</td>
<td>COOL SOLÈ QU18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM WARM DECOS</td>
<td>RANDOM WARM DECOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM COOL DECOS</td>
<td>RANDOM COOL DECOS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WARM PIAZZA QU16 | WARM PIAZZA QU16 |          |
| COOL GRANDE FIORE QU20 | COOL GRANDE FIORE QU20 |          |
| WARM PICCOLO FIORE QU14 | WARM PICCOLO FIORE QU14 |          |
| COOL PÉTALO QU23 | COOL PÉTALO QU23 |          |

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 8 x 8 Floor Tile
- 8 x 8 Decorative Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
BEE HIVE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

FLOOR TILE – SOLIDS

WHITE P006
IVORY P007
TAUPE P008
ASHGREY P009
GREY P010
BLACK P011

FLOOR TILE – WARM DECORATIVE ACCENTS

WARM HONEYCOMB P012
WARM PLOT P013
WARM RUN-UP P014
WARM TARGET P015

FLOOR TILE – COOL DECORATIVE ACCENTS

COOL HONEYCOMB P016
COOL PLOT P017
COOL RUN-UP P018
COOL TARGET P019

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 20
Floor Tile & Decorative Accents

Photo features Bee Hive™ 24 x 20 decorative accents in cool blends on the floor and Black 24 x 20 hexagon on the wall.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
Some products may have trim available. Contact your sales representative or visit Daltile.com for more information.

Available tile sizes – Tru-Edge® rectified

8 x 48
Floor Tile

(1) and (2) indicate price groups, (1) being the least expensive.
Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive.
Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

Photo features Uniform Wood™ Unpolished Dark Grey 8 x 48 and Light Grey 8 x 48 on the hall floor with Uniform Concrete™ Unpolished White 24 x 24 on the store floor.
MARBLE ATTACHÉ™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE – AVAILABLE IN MATTE, SATIN & POLISHED FINISHES

CALACATTA MA87

TRAVERTINE MA85

TURKISH SKYLINE MA86

CRUX MA84

AMANI MA88

NERO MA83

2 x 2 MOSAIC – AVAILABLE IN MATTE ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

2 x 5 LINEAR HEX MOSAIC – AVAILABLE IN MATTE ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

CALACATTA MA87

TRAVERTINE MA85

TURKISH SKYLINE MA86

CRUX MA84

AMANI MA88

NERO MA83

CRUX MA84

AMANI MA88

NERO MA83

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48 Floor Tile

24 x 24 Floor Tile

12 x 48 Floor Tile

12 x 24 Floor Tile

Photo features Marble Attache™ Turkish Skyline 24 x 48 polished on the floor and wall.

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION – DELEGATE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

OFF WHITE DL25  LIGHT GREY DL26*  DARK GREY DL27*  BLACK DL28

*Available in 2cm thickness in 20 x 40 size.

RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

OFF WHITE DL25  LIGHT GREY DL26  DARK GREY DL27

1 x 1 3D MOSAIC

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

BLACK DL28

20 x 40  24 x 24  12 x 24
Paver Tile  Floor Tile  Floor Tile

Photo features Delegate™ Off White 24 x 24 on the floor.

STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION – DIPLOMACY™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

LIGHT GREY DP01*  MEDIUM GREY DP02  DARK GREY DP03*

* Available in 2cm thickness in 24 x 24 size.

5/8 x 1 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

LIGHT GREY DP01  MEDIUM GREY DP02  DARK GREY DP03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 48  24 x 24  12 x 24
Floor Tile  Floor Tile & Paver Tile  Floor Tile

5/8 x 1 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC

STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION – DIPLOMACY™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR TILE

LIGHT GREY DP01*  MEDIUM GREY DP02  DARK GREY DP03*

* Available in 2cm thickness in 24 x 24 size.

5/8 x 1 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

LIGHT GREY DP01  MEDIUM GREY DP02  DARK GREY DP03

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

24 x 48  24 x 24  12 x 24
Floor Tile  Floor Tile & Paver Tile  Floor Tile

5/8 x 1 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION — HAUT MONDE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED & LIGHT POLISHED

NOBILITY WHITE HM08
LEISURE BEIGE HM04
ARISTOCRAT CREAM HM07
ELITE GREY HM05
GLITTERATI GRANITE HM03
EMPIRE BLACK HM06

2 x 2 MOSAIC — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

NOBILITY WHITE HM08
LEISURE BEIGE HM04
ARISTOCRAT CREAM HM07
ELITE GREY HM05
GLITTERATI GRANITE HM03
EMPIRE BLACK HM06

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES — TRU-EDGE® RECTIFIED

| 24 x 48 | 24 x 24 | 12 x 24 | 12 x 12 |
| Floor Tile (Unpolished Only) | Floor Tile (Unpolished Only) | Floor Tile (Available in Unpolished and Light Polished) | Floor Tile (Unpolished Only) |

STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION — AMBASSADOR™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED & LIGHT POLISHED

WANDERLUST WHITE AM36
JET-SETTER DUSK AM34
GLOBAL GREY AM35
VOYAGER BLACK AM33

RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 24 Sheet

WANDERLUST WHITE AM36
JET-SETTER DUSK AM34
GLOBAL GREY AM35
VOYAGER BLACK AM33

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES — TRU-EDGE® RECTIFIED

| 24 x 48 | 24 x 24 | 12 x 24 |
| Floor Tile (Unpolished Only) | Floor Tile (Unpolished Only) | Floor Tile (Light Polished and Unpolished Only) |

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
STONE ATTACHÉ™ COLLECTION — DIGNITARY™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR & MOSAIC

FLOOR TILE — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED, LIGHT POLISHED & TEXTURED

LUMINARY WHITE DR07*
NOTABLE BEIGE DR09*
SUPERIOR TAUPE DR08*
EMINENCE GREY DR10
HERALD BROWN DR12
GOVERNOR BLACK DR11

*Available in 2cm thickness in 24 x 24 paver size.

ABSTRACT MOSAIC — AVAILABLE IN UNPOLISHED ONLY
Mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 Sheet

LUMINARY WHITE DR07
NOTABLE BEIGE DR09
SUPERIOR TAUPE DR08
EMINENCE GREY DR10
HERALD BROWN DR12
GOVERNOR BLACK DR11

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES — TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48 Floor Tile (Unpolished Only)
24 x 24 Floor Tile (Unpolished Only)
24 x 24 2cm Paver Tile (DR07, DR08 and DR09 in Textured finish only)
12 x 24 Floor Tile (Unpolished, Light Polished & Textured)

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.

Photo features Dignitary™ Superior Taupe 24 x 48 on the floor and Luminary White 12 x 24 on the wall.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CLASSSENTINO MARBLE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

FLOOR TILE – AVAILABLE IN MATTE AND POLISHED

CT30 PALAZZO WHITE
CT31 CORINTH BEIGE
CT32 COLISEUM GRAY
CT33 IMPERIAL BROWN
CT34 CENTURIO BLACK

2 x 3 LINEAR HEX MOSAIC – MATTE – 12 x 12 SHEET

CT30 PALAZZO WHITE
CT31 CORINTH BEIGE
CT32 COLISEUM GRAY
CT33 IMPERIAL BROWN
CT34 CENTURIO BLACK

CLASSIC WEAVE MOSAIC – POLISHED – 14 x 14-1/2 SHEET

CT35 COLISEUM GRAY & PALAZZO WHITE
CT36 PALAZZO WHITE & CENTURIO BLACK
CT37 CORINTH BEIGE & IMPERIAL BROWN

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

24 x 48 Floor Tile
24 x 24 Floor Tile
12 x 24 Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers do to size, accent or possible added labor.
TREVERKCHIC™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

| Floor Tile Size | Africa | Francese | Italiano | America
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH2S</td>
<td>MH2N</td>
<td>MH2M</td>
<td>MH2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH2Y</td>
<td>MH2U</td>
<td>MH2T</td>
<td>MH2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH34</td>
<td>MH30</td>
<td>MH31</td>
<td>MH32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLOOR TILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Francese</th>
<th>Italiano</th>
<th>America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH2S</td>
<td>MH2N</td>
<td>MH2M</td>
<td>MH2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH2Y</td>
<td>MH2U</td>
<td>MH2T</td>
<td>MH2V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>MH34</td>
<td>MH30</td>
<td>MH31</td>
<td>MH32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BLOCK™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN FLOOR

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES – TRU-EDGE™ RECTIFIED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floor Tile Size</th>
<th>BK05 White</th>
<th>BK06 Beige</th>
<th>BK02 Silver</th>
<th>BK03 Greige</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 x 48 Floor Tile</td>
<td>BK04 Mocha</td>
<td>BK01 Black</td>
<td>BK07 White/Silver/Black Random Assortment of 16 Unique Faces</td>
<td>BK08 White/Greige/Mocha Random Assortment of 16 Unique Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 24 Floor Tile</td>
<td>BK06 Beige</td>
<td>BK02 Silver</td>
<td>BK03 Greige</td>
<td>BK08 White/Greige/Mocha Random Assortment of 16 Unique Faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 6 Deco</td>
<td>BK07 White/Silver/Black Random Assortment of 16 Unique Faces</td>
<td>BK08 White/Greige/Mocha Random Assortment of 16 Unique Faces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some products may have trim available. Contact your sales representative or visit marazziusa.com for more information.
D_SEGNI™
GLAZED PORCELAIN

FLOOR TILE

DS08 CHALK
DS09 SAND
DS10 SMOKE
DS11 MUD

DS12 DENIM
DS13 SHADOW
DS14 MIDNIGHT

DECO TILE

MOUJ STELLA
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud Blend
MOUJ BIRDSEYE
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/Midnight/Sand
MOUJ PEAK
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/Smoke/
Midnight/Sand Blend

MOU BIRDSEYE
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke/Denim
Blend
MOU STARLIT
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke/Denim
Blend
MOU PARISIAN
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/Midnight/
Smoke Blend

MOUG PLAID
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke Blend
MOUG PLAID
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/
Midnight/Sand Blend
MOUG PARISIAN
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/
Midnight/Sand Blend

MOUG KALEIDO
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke Blend
MOUG KALEIDO
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke Blend
MOUG DOUBLE DIAMOND
(4 PIECES) Chalk/
Midnight/Shadow/
Smoke Blend

MOUZ PLAID
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/
Midnight/Smoke Blend
MOUZ STARLIT
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Mud/
Midnight/Smoke Blend
MOUZ DOUBLE DIAMOND
(4 PIECES) Chalk/
Midnight/Smoke Blend

MOUZ PLAID
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke Blend
MOUZ STARLIT
(4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/
Shadow/Smoke Blend
MOUZ DOUBLE DIAMOND
(4 PIECES) Chalk/
Midnight/Shadow/
Smoke Blend

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

8 x 8 Floor Tile
8 x 8 Decorative Floor Tile

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.
D_SEGNI COLOR™
GLAZED PORCELAIN

FLOOR TILE

DS20 MUSTARD
DS21 TANGERINE
DS22 INDIGO

DECO TILE

M1L5 HONEYCOMB (4 PIECES)
Mustard/Midnight/Chalk/Shadow Blend

M1L7 MONARCH (4 PIECES)
Chalk/Midnight/Tangerine Blend

M1L4 CLOVER (4 PIECES)
Midnight/Chalk/Indigo Blend

M1L6 LILY (4 PIECES)
Chalk/Denim/Midnight/Smoke/Shadow Blend

D_SEGNI TERRAZZO™
GLAZED PORCELAIN

FLOOR TILE

DS30 WHITE
DS31 GRAY
DS32 BLUE
DS32 BLACK

DECO TILE

M1L CROIX (4 PIECES)
White/Black/Midnight/Grey/Chalk/Smoke Blend

M1LM CHALET (4 PIECES)
White/Blue/Black/Midnight/Denim Blend

M1LR FRESCO (4 PIECES)
Yellow/Black/White/Midnight/Mustard Blend

M1LS FLUER-DE-LIS (4 PIECES)
Midnight/White/Black/Anthracite Blend

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

Products are grouped by pricing tiers, Tier 1 being the least expensive. Some tiles may fit into higher tiers due to size, accent or possible added labor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

83
WALL TILE

This versatile collection of wall tile easily coordinates with a variety of designs, adding extra appeal to any home.
ANAPOLIS™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

GLOSS BEVEL

SAIL APO6
SAND AP07
BLACK AP09

GLOSS

SAIL APO6
SAND AP07
BLACK AP09

MATTE

SAIL AP10
SAND AP11
BLACK AP12

1/2 x 12 JOLLY

SAIL AP06 – GLOSS
SAIL AP10 – MATTE
SAND AP07 – GLOSS
SAND AP11 – MATTE
BLACK AP09 – GLOSS
BLACK AP12 – MATTE

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 16 Wall Tile
6 x 16 Bevel Wall Tile

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
LARGO™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

WHITE LR94
ALMOND LR95
LIGHT GREY LR93

COMPOSITION™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILE

GEFFO GLOSS CP01 / GEFFO MATTE CP02
CANVAS GLOSS CP03 / CANVAS MATTE CP04
PROVIDENTIAL GLOSS CP06
VISIONARY GLOSS CP05

1/2 x 12 JOLLY

GEFFO GLOSS CP01 / GEFFO MATTE CP02
VISIONARY GLOSS CP05

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24 Wall Tile
10 x 14 Wall Tile

† Available in LR94 only.
RETROSPACE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

6 x 6 WALL TILE

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

6 x 6 HEXAGON WALL TILE

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

1 x 6 CHAIR RAIL

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

3 x 6 WALL TILE

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

3 x 6 WAVE ACCENT

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

3 x 6 DIAMOND ACCENT

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

1/2 x 12 JOLLY

- MODERN WHITE RS30
- MERCURY GREY RS31
- Sycamore Tan RS32
- Succulent Green RS34
- Sky Blue RS33
- Jet Black RS35

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
SEMI-GLOSS™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

WHITE
0100

ARCTIC WHITE
0190

ALMOND
0135

BISCUIT
K175

URBAN PUTTY
0161

DESER T GRAY
X114

ELEMENTAL TAN
0166

ARCHITECTURAL GRAY
0109

BLACK
K111

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 6
Wall Tile

4-1/4 x 4-1/4
Wall Tile

MATTE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

MATTE ARCTIC WHITE
0790

MATTE ALMOND
X735

MATTE BISCUIT
K775

MATTE URBAN PUTTY
0761

MATTE DESERT GRAY
X714

MATTE ELEMENTAL TAN
0766

MATTE ARCHITECTURAL GRAY
0709

MATTE BLACK
K711

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

6 x 6
Wall Tile

4-1/4 x 4-1/4
Wall Tile

BUILDER STUDIO | PLEASE REFER TO DAL TILE.COM FOR APPLICATION AND TEST RESULTS
RITTENHOUSE SQUARE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

SEMI-GLOSS WALL TILE

WHITE 0100*

ARCTIC WHITE 0190*

ALMOND 0135*

BISCUIT K175

URBAN PUTTY 0161

DESERT GRAY X114

SEMI-GLOSS BEVEL WALL TILE

ARCTIC WHITE BEVEL 0190

BISCUIT BEVEL K175

DESERT GRAY BEVEL X114

MATTE WALL TILE

MATTE ARCTIC WHITE 0790

MATTE ALMOND X735

MATTE BISCUIT K775

MATTE URBAN PUTTY 0761

MATTE DESERT GRAY X714

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

3" x 6" Wall Tile
3" x 6" Bevel Wall Tile

*Available in 2x4 brick joint Mosaics.

Photo features Rittenhouse Square™ Arctic White 3" x 6" wall tile on the sink backsplash.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
LINEAR GLAZED CERAMIC
COLOR WHEEL™ COLLECTION – GLAZED CERAMIC

SEMI-GLOSS

BLACK
K111 (2)

ARCHITECTURAL GRAY 0109 (2)

ARCTIC WHITE
0190 (1)

BISCUIT
K175 (1)

URBAN PUTTY
0161 (2)

MATTE

MATTE BLACK
K711 (2)

MATTE ARCTIC WHITE
0790 (1)

MATTE BISCUIT
K775 (1)

MATTE URBAN PUTTY
0761 (2)

MATTE ARCHITECTURAL GRAY 0709 (2)

MATTE DESERT GRAY
X714 (1)

MATTE SUEDE GRAY
0782 (2)

MATTE CHALKBOARD
0780 (2)

ACCENT*

MUSTARD
1012 (3)

ORANGE BURST
1097 (3)

CURRANT
SH17 (3)

EMERALD
0115 (3)

SEA BREEZE
1174 (3)

OCEAN BLUE
1049 (3)

NAVY
K189 (3)

PLUM CRAZY
1178 (3)

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

*Accent available in Semi-Gloss finish only
(1), (2) and (3) indicate price groups. (1) being the least expensive

8 x 24 Wall Tile
6 x 18 Wall Tile
4 x 16 Wall Tile
4 x 12 Wall Tile
4 x 8 Wall Tile
2 x 8 Wall Tile
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
MODULATE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

MODAL WHITE MD10

ACOUSTIC WHITE MD10

REVERB WHITE MD10

STACCATO WHITE MD10

TEMPER WHITE MD10

MODAL BEIGE MD11

ACOUSTIC BEIGE MD11

REVERB BEIGE MD11

STACCATO BEIGE MD11

TEMPER BEIGE MD11

MODAL GREY MD12

ACOUSTIC GREY MD12

REVERB GREY MD12

STACCATO GREY MD12

TEMPER GREY MD12

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 36
Floor Tile
MULTITUDE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN FLAT

ORIGAMI WHITE MU16
MODERN KHAKI MU17
URBAN GREY MU18

CLOSE UP
CLOSE UP
CLOSE UP

NOSTALGIC BLUE MU19
DOMINO BLACK MU20

CLOSE UP
CLOSE UP

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN WAVE

ORIGAMI WHITE MU16
MODERN KHAKI MU17
URBAN GREY MU18
NOSTALGIC BLUE MU19
DOMINO BLACK MU20

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN HEXAGON

ORIGAMI WHITE MU16
URBAN GREY MU18
DOMINO BLACK MU20

1/2 x 12 JOLLY

ORIGAMI WHITE MU21
MODERN KHAKI MU22
URBAN GREY MU23
NOSTALGIC BLUE MU24
DOMINO BLACK MU25

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

12 x 24 Wall Tile

Photo features Multitude™ Urban Grey Wave and Origami White Hexagon 12 x 24 on the wall.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
AVIANO™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

VERONA WHITE AV60
CLOSE UP

BELLUNO BEIGE AV61
CLOSE UP

TRENTINO GREIGE AV62
CLOSE UP

CIVETTA GREY AV63
CLOSE UP

1/2 x 12 JOLLY

VERONA WHITE AV60

BELLUNO BEIGE AV61

TRENTINO GREIGE AV62

CIVETTA GREY AV63

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

10 x 14
Wall Tile

Photo features Aviano™ Verona White 10 x 14 on the wall.
ARTIGIANO™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

ITALIAN ALPS AR93

TREMITI SAND AR94

RIVIERA POMPEII AR95

ROMAN SKYLINE AR98

VENICE STATUE AR96

MILAN ARENA AR97

FLORENTINE GATES AR99

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

3 x 12
Wall Tile

3 x 6
Wall Tile

Photo features Artigiano™ Riviera Pompeii and Italian Alps 3 x 6 wall tile.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
VISUAL IMPRESSIONS™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN FLAT

WHITE VI10
GRAY VI12
BEIGE VI11

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN LINEAR DIAMOND

WHITE VI10
GRAY VI12
BEIGE VI11

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN MULTI-WAVE

WHITE VI10
GRAY VI12
BEIGE VI11

WALL TILE – SHOWN IN QUADRANGLE

WHITE VI10
GRAY VI12
BEIGE VI11

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

8 x 24
Wall Tile
PERSPECTA™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

WALL TILE

- CIRRUS WHITE PE09 (1)
- GRAVITY GRAY PE10 (1)
- PACIFIC BLUE PE11 (1)
- STELLAR GRAY PE12 (1)
- SPACIAL BLACK PE13 (1)
- STARBURST YELLOW PE14 (2)
- INTERNATIONAL ORANGE PE15 (2)
- GALACTIC PURPLE PE16 (2)
- GLOBAL GREEN PE17 (2)

JOLLY (SOLID COLORS)

- CIRRUS WHITE PE18 (1)
- STELLAR GRAY PE21 (1)
- INTERNATIONAL ORANGE PE24 (2)
- GRAVITY GRAY PE19 (1)
- SPACIAL BLACK PE22 (1)
- STARBURST YELLOW PE23 (2)
- GALACTIC PURPLE PE25 (2)
- GLOBAL GREEN PE26 (2)

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

- 8 x 24 Wall Tile

(1) & (2) notations indicate price groups, (1) being the least expensive.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
**HAWTHORNE™**

**GLAZED CERAMIC WALL**

**WALL TILE – SHOWN IN FLAT**

- HT15 Refined White
- HT16 English Taupe
- HT17 Scholarly Gray

**WALL TILE – SHOWN IN BEVEL**

- HT15 Refined White
- HT16 English Taupe
- HT17 Scholarly Gray

**AVAILABLE TILE SIZES**

- 8 x 24 Wall Tile
- 8 x 24 Bevel Wall Tile
- 10 x 14 Flat Wall Tile
- 10 x 14 Bevel Wall Tile
- 4 x 12 Wall Tile
- 4 x 12 Bevel Wall Tile
COSTA CLARA™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

CC80 CLOUD
CC81 BEACH SAND
CC82 PELICAN
CC83 PEBBLE SHORE
CC85 OCEAN DRIVE
CC84 SAND DUNES
CC86 CARIBBEAN TEAL
CC87 BLUE WAVE
CC88 SEA STAR
CC89 DEEP SEA

MIDDLETON SQUARE™
GLAZED CERAMIC WALL

MS40 OXFORD WHITE
MS41 WINDSOR CREAM
MS42 LATTE
MS43 URBAN MIST
MS44 STEEPLE GRAY
MS45 BLACK BEAN

AVAILABLE TILE SIZES

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
DECORATIVE ACCENTS

Accents provide the finishing touches to any room. From traditional to modern, the selection of accents from Builder Studio by Dal-Tile dress a house to sell.
CASCADING WATERS™
GLASS MOSAICS

SHIMMER SHORE CW40
SILVER SURGE CW41
RAINWATER CW42

BROOK CREST CW43
EARTH TIDE CW44
CERULEAN SWELL CW45
**VINTAGE METALS™**

**METAL**

4 x 4 WALL TILE

WHITewASH TITANIUM VM01

FRESCO  CLOVER  ROSETTE  FLOWER

WHITewASH IRON VM02

FRESCO  CLOVER  ROSETTE  FLOWER

WHITewASH CLASSIC BRONZE VM03

FRESCO  CLOVER  ROSETTE  FLOWER

4" ARABESQUE MOSAIC – MESH MOUNTED

WHITewASH TITANIUM VM01

WHITewASH IRON VM02

WHITewASH CLASSIC BRONZE VM03

3" FAN MOSAIC – MESH MOUNTED

WHITewASH TITANIUM VM01

WHITewASH IRON VM02

WHITewASH CLASSIC BRONZE VM03

Photo features Vintage Metals™ Whitewash Titanium 3" fan mosaic on the wall.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
**AMITY™**
**GLASS WALL**

**3 x 6 4MM GLASS WALL TILE**

- WHITE AM50
- TAUPE AM51
- GREY AM52
- BEIGE AM53
- BROWN AM54

**4MM RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC**

- WHITE AM50
- TAUPE AM51
- GREY AM52
- BEIGE AM53
- BROWN AM54

Photo features Amity™ Grey random linear mosaic on the wall.

**IDYLLIC BLENDS™**
**GLASS & STONE MOSAICS**

**2” HEXAGON MOSAIC**

- TRANQUIL SNOW IB01
- SERENE STORM IB04
- SYLVAN SUNSET IB02
- RUSTIC EVE IB03

**RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC**

- TRANQUIL SNOW IB01
- SERENE STORM IB04
- SYLVAN SUNSET IB02
- RUSTIC EVE IB03

*3 x 6 wall tile sold individually by the piece.
* Not to be used in wet areas
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
VINTAGE HEX™
GLASS MOSAICS

1.5" HEXAGON MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

ANTIQUE BEIGE VH05
WISDOM WHITE VH06
ARTIFACT GRAY VH07
LEGACY SEPIA VH08
RELIC UMBER VH09

Photo features Vintage Hex™ Wisdom White and Relic Umber 1.5" hexagon mosaic on the floor and wall.

JEWEL TIDE™
GLASS MOSAICS

GLASS MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

SPARKLING SAND JT01
BEACH PEBBLE JT02
SILVER SHORE JT03
SEA GLASS SHIMMER JT04
COBBLESTONE JT06
AMBER WAVE JT05
BONFIRE JT07
SUNSET PATH JT08
### KEYSTONES™

**COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN MOSAICS**

2 x 2 MOSAIC – DOT-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 24 SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>D No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC WHITE</td>
<td>D617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISCUIT</td>
<td>D317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRISP LINEN</td>
<td>D139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMOND</td>
<td>D335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URBAN PUTTY</td>
<td>D161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URBAN PUTTY SPECKLE</td>
<td>D201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFSTONE RANGE</td>
<td>D147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEMENTAL TAN</td>
<td>D166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEMENTAL TAN SPECKLE</td>
<td>D175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTTLED MEDIUM BROWN</td>
<td>D050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARBLE</td>
<td>D325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESERT GRAY</td>
<td>D014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL GRAY</td>
<td>D109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UPTOWN GLASS™
GLASS MOSAICS

1 x 1 PEARL MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 18 SHEET

PEARL WHITE UP13  PEARL TAUPE UP16  PEARL BROWN UP14  PEARL BLUE UP15

1 x 1 METRO & EXOTIC MOSAICS – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

METRO CREAM UP07  METRO TAUPE UP09  METRO GRAY UP08  EXOTIC IVORY UP10  EXOTIC BROWN UP11  EXOTIC BLACK UP12

1” HEXAGON MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

MATTE ALABASTER UP20*  MATTE FROST MOKA UP21*  MATTE EBONY UP22*  CARRARA UP23*

ALABASTER UP17  FROST MOKA UP18  EBONY UP19

*Suitable for floor use.

Photo features Uptown Glass Alabaster 1” Hexagon Mosaics on the wall.
STONE RADIANCE™
GLASS & STONE MOSAICS

5/8 x 5/8 MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

WHISPER GREEN BLEND SA51
MUSHROOM/MORNING SUN BLEND SA53
KINETIC KHAKI BLEND SA50
MORNING SUN/TORTOISE/MUSHROOM BLEND SA52
CARAMEL TRAVERTINO BLEND SA58
BUTTERNUT EMPERADOR BLEND SA60
WISTERIA/TORTOISE BLEND SA54
GLACIER GRAY MARBLE BLEND SA59

5/8 x RANDOM MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

WHISPER GREEN BLEND SA51
MUSHROOM/MORNING SUN BLEND SA53
KINETIC KHAKI BLEND SA50
MORNING SUN/TORTOISE/MUSHROOM BLEND SA52
CARAMEL TRAVERTINO BLEND SA58
BUTTERNUT EMPERADOR BLEND SA60
WISTERIA/TORTOISE BLEND SA54
GLACIER GRAY MARBLE BLEND SA59

RETRO ROUNDS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN MOSAICS – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

BOLD WHITE GLOSS RR01
BOLD WHITE MATTE RR02
CREAM SODA RR05
SADDLE BROWN RR06
DAFFODIL YELLOW RR07
ORANGE SODA RR08
CHERRY RED RR09
DENIM BLUE RR10
COBALT CIRCLE RR11
SMOKY GRAY RR12
ENGINE GRAY RR13
CANVAS BLACK GLOSS RR14
CANVAS BLACK MATTE RR15

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CLIO™
GLASS & STONE MOSAICS

1 x RANDOM MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

LUNA CL13

NOX CL14

HERA CL15

SELENE CL16

EOS CL17

BOREAS CL18

Photo features Clio Selene 1 x Random mosaic on fireplace wall.
Floor features Season Wood™ Snow Pine 12 x 48, 8 x 48, and 6 x 48 in a random linear pattern on the floor.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
COLOR WAVE™
GLASS MOSAICS

CLASSIC COLORS
Shown in 1 x 6 mosaic mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 sheet. Classic colors are also available in 1 x 1 straight-joint mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 sheet.

ICE WHITE CW01
FEATHER WHITE CW02
POWDER PUFF CW03
SILVER MINK CW04
WHIPPED CREAM CW05
TANGO TAN CW06
CASUAL TAN CW07

WISTERIA CW08
KINETIC KHAKI CW09
SUEDE SHOES CW10
ROOT BEER CW11
WHISPER GREEN CW12
BLUE LAGOON CW13
TWILIGHT BLUE CW14

GREEN PARADE CW15
OAK MOSS CW16
SMOKED PEARL CW17
TOP HAT CW18
NINE IRON CW19
MIDNIGHT BLACK CW20

BLENDs
Shown in 2 x 1 brick-joint mosaic mesh-mounted on a 13 x 12 sheet. Blends are also available in random interlocking mosaic mesh-mounted on a 12 x 18 sheet, 1 x 1 mosaic mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 sheet, block random 3 mosaic mesh-mounted on a 12 x 12 sheet.

WILLOW WATERS CW21
SOFT CASHMERE CW22
DOWNTOWN OASIS CW23
SWEET ESCAPE CW24

RAIN FOREST CW25
AUTUMN TRAIL CW26
WINTER BLUES CW27
EVENING MIXER CW28
CRYSTAL SHORES™
GLASS MOSAICS

2 x 1 BRICK-JOINT MOSAIC MESH – MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

DIAMOND DELTA CS93
HAZEL HARBOR CS94
SAPPHIRE LAGOON CS95
EMERALD ISLE CS96

COPPER COAST CS97
AURELIAN SEAS CS98

RANDOM LINEAR MOSAIC MESH – MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

DIAMOND DELTA CS93
HAZEL HARBOR CS94
SAPPHIRE LAGOON CS95
EMERALD ISLE CS96

COPPER COAST CS97
AURELIAN SEAS CS98

Photo features Crystal Shores™ Sapphire Lagoon 2 x 1 brick-joint mosaic on the backsplash.
SERENTINA™
GLASS & STONE

HERRINGBONE GLASS & STONE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET
- BLISS SA93
- TRANQUILITY SA94
- ZEN SA95
- ACCORD SA96
- COMPOSURE SA97
- SOLITUDE SA98

BLOCK RANDOM GLASS & STONE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET
- BLISS SA93
- TRANQUILITY SA94
- ZEN SA95
- ACCORD SA96
- COMPOSURE SA97
- SOLITUDE SA98

RANDOM INTERLOCKING GLASS & STONE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET
- BLISS SA93
- TRANQUILITY SA94
- ZEN SA95
- ACCORD SA96
- COMPOSURE SA97
- SOLITUDE SA98
ENTOURAGE™ COLLECTION – CROSSWOOD™
GLASS MOSAICS

HEXAGONAL GLASS MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

SEAGULL CR95
PELICAN CR96
SANDPIPER CR97
HERON CR98

Photo features Crosswood Pelican Hexagonal Mosaic on the backsplash.

ENTOURAGE™ COLLECTION – NOVELTY™
GLASS MOSAICS

HERRINGBONE GLASS MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

OPAL NV93
ONYX NV94
LAPIS NV95
AGATE NV96
QUARTZ NV97
TORTOISE NV98

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ENTOURAGE™ COLLECTION – ALAIR™
GLASS MOSAICS

LINEAR HEXAGON GLASS & STONE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

- Cotton AL14
- Honey AL15
- Dove AL16
- Slate AL17
- Smoke AL18
- Mint AL19

Photo features Alair Smoke on the backsplash.

ENTOURAGE™ COLLECTION – MARBLE WEAVE™
GLASS MOSAICS

OFFSET MARBLE GLASS MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

- Great Giza MW04
- Colosseum Nights MW05
- Stonehenge MW06
- Taj Mahal MW07
- Great Wall MW08
- White Wonder MW09
- Machu Picchu MW10
- Catacombs MW11
COLOR APPEAL™
GLASS MOSAICS

3 x RANDOM GLASS & NATURAL STONE MOSAIC BLENDS – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

PACIFIC COAST BLEND C136

SEA CLIFF BLEND C141

MOUNTAIN MORNING BLEND C140

PEBBLE BEACH BLEND C137

CANYON TRAIL BLEND C138

TORTOISE SHELL BLEND C139

MORELLO™
GLASS & METAL MOSAICS

5/8 x 5/8 GLASS & ALUMINUM MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

QUARTZ MM01

MOONSTONE MM02

OBSIDIAN MM03

AMBER MM04

TOPAZ MM05

5/8 x 5/8 GLASS & ALUMINUM MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

QUARTZ MM01

MOONSTONE MM02

OBSIDIAN MM03

AMBER MM04

TOPAZ MM05

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CLASSENTINO MARBLE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN MOSAICS

2 x 3 LINEAR HEX MOSAIC – MATTE – 12 x 12 SHEET

CT30 PALAZZO WHITE
CT31 CORINTH BEIGE
CT32 COLISEUM GRAY
CT33 IMPERIAL BROWN
CT34 CENTURIO BLACK

CLASSIC WEAVE MOSAIC – POLISHED – 14 x 14-1/2 SHEET

CT35 COLISEUM GRAY & PALAZZO WHITE
CT36 PALAZZO WHITE & CENTURIO BLACK
CT37 CORINTH BEIGE & IMPERIAL BROWN

CLASSENTINO MARBLE™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN MOSAICS

2 x 3 LINEAR HEX MOSAIC – MATTE – 12 x 12 SHEET

CT30 PALAZZO WHITE
CT31 CORINTH BEIGE
CT32 COLISEUM GRAY
CT33 IMPERIAL BROWN
CT34 CENTURIO BLACK

CLASSIC WEAVE MOSAIC – POLISHED – 14 x 14-1/2 SHEET

CT35 COLISEUM GRAY & PALAZZO WHITE
CT36 PALAZZO WHITE & CENTURIO BLACK
CT37 CORINTH BEIGE & IMPERIAL BROWN

BUILDER STUDIO | PLEASE REFER TO MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR APPLICATION AND TEST RESULTS
MIDPARK MOSAICS™
GLAZED PORCELAIN & STONE MOSAICS

1" RANDOM TRAPEZOID MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

2" RANDOM SQUARE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

3" RANDOM RECTANGLE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

BLOCK™
COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CRYSTAL STONE II™
GLASS & STONE MOSAICS

GLASS/STONE 1 x 1 SQUARE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

UL8X PEARL  UL8Y PEWTER  UL8W TERRACOTTA  UL8U ESPRESSO  UL8V SLATE

LINEAR GLASS/STONE MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 12 x 12 SHEET

UL94 PEARL  UL95 PEWTER  UL8Z ESPRESSO  UL93 TERRACOTTA  UL92 SLATE

SERLIANA™
GLAZED PORCELAIN MOSAICS

SE25 WHITE  SE26 OFF WHITE  SE27 TAUPE

SE28 DARK TAN  SE30 BLUE  SE29 GRAY
LUMINESCENCE™
3 x 4 GLASS MOSAIC – MESH-MOUNTED ON A 9 x 12 SHEET

LM13 SILVER
LM09 PEARL
LM08 CHAMPAGNE
LM11 SAGE
LM10 CARAMEL
LM12 BLUE PATINA
LM14 VIOLET
LM15 CHARCOAL

Photo features Luminescence™ Champagne on the wall.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
NATURAL STONE TILE

Stone accents offer a natural, luxurious touch to any room. Our variety of shapes, colors and finishes allow you the flexibility to create the perfect look for your space.
YUKON WHITE MARBLE – PARKSVILLE STONE™ COLLECTION M320

YUKON WHITE M320
2" x 2" Mosaic – Honed
(12" x 12" Sheet)

YUKON WHITE M320
Victorian Mosaic – Honed
(12" x 12" Sheet)

YUKON WHITE M320
3" x 15" Picket Fence – Honed

YUKON WHITE M320
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Empyrean Ice Marble M050

- 12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
- 12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

- Wedge Mosaic – Polished, Bush Hammered & Saw Cut (5" x 24" Sheet)

Empyrean Ice M050

- 3" x 15" Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

- 4" x 20" – Raked

- Ingot Mosaic – Polished (11" x 13" Sheet)

- 3" x 15" Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

- 4" x 20" – Raked

- Ingot Mosaic – Polished (11" x 13" Sheet)

Argyle Blend White DA21
- Argyle Blend Mosaic – Polished (11-1/2" x 12" Sheet)

Empyrean Ice Blend DA24
- Framed Baroque Mosaic – Polished (14" x 12" Sheet)

Lumia Leaf White DA29
- Lumia Leaf Mosaic – Polished (13" x 10" Sheet)
STORMY MIST MARBLE
M048

STORMY MIST M048
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

STORMY MIST M048
3" x 15" Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

STORMY MIST M048
4" x 20" – Raked

STORMY MIST M048
Wedge Mosaic – Polished, Bush Hammered & Saw Cut
(5" x 24" Sheet)

STORMY MIST M048
Ingot Mosaic – Polished
(11" x 13" Sheet)

ARGYLE BLEND GRAY DA23
Argyle Blend Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/2" x 12" Sheet)

STORMY MIST BLEND DA26
Framed Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(14" x 12" Sheet)

LUMIA LEAF GRAY DA31
Lumia Leaf Mosaic – Polished
(13" x 10" Sheet)

Photo features Stormy Mist M048 natural stone marble Ingot mosaic on
the wall and Riveto natural stone marble on the countertop.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE MARBLE
M190

12" x 24" & 12" x 12" – Honed
12" x 24" & 12" x 12" – Polished

6" x 6" & 4" x 4" – Tumbled

3" x 6" – Tumbled*
3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

2" x 2" Mosaic – Tumbled
(12" x 12" Sheet)

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

1/2" x 1" Brick-Joint Mosaic –
Polished
(12" x 12" Sheet)

Random x 3/8"
Wave Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/2" x 12" Sheet)

2-1/2" x 2-1/2"
Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(12-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

2-1/2" x 2-1/2"
Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(12-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

FIRST SNOW ELEGANCE M190

3/8" x Random Mosaic – Polished,
Honed & Split Face
(12" x 12" Sheet)

All sizes and finishes are sold separately.
CARRARA WHITE MARBLE

M701

CARRARA WHITE M701
1-1/2" x 5/8" Oval Mosaic – Polished
(12" x 12-1/2" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
1" x Random Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Sand Blasted
(12" x 12" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
3" x 1-1/2" Marquise Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8" x 13-3/4" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

CARRARA WHITE M701
2" x 2" Hexagon Mosaic – Polished
(13" x 12-1/2" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
Modern Linear Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Scraped
(11-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
3" x 3" Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8" x 13-3/4" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
6" Hexagon Mosaic – Polished
(10-1/4" x 11-7/8" Sheet)

BLACK/WHITE BLEND M753
6" Hexagon Mosaic – Polished
(10-1/4" x 11-7/8" Sheet)

CARRARA WHITE M701
3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

CARRARA WHITE M701
1-1/2" x 3/4" Oval Mosaic – Polished
(11-3/4" x 12" Sheet)

CONTEMPO WHITE MARBLE

M313

CONTEMPO WHITE M313
12" x 24" & 12" x 12" – Polished

CONTEMPO WHITE M313
3" x 6" – Polished*
3" x 6" – Honed*

CONTEMPO WHITE M313
2" x 12" Chair Rail – Polished
2" x 12" Chair Rail – Honed

All sizes and finishes are sold separately.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
STRATUS WHITE MARBLE – RAINÉ™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M017

STRATUS WHITE M017
12” x 24” & 3” x 9” – Polished & Honed

STRATUS WHITE M017
2” Hex Mosaic – Honed
(11-11/16” x 11-7/8” Sheet)

STRATUS WHITE M017
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA34
Linear Random Mosaic – Polished
(11-3/4” x 11-1/4” Sheet)

STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA37
Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed
(13-5/8” x 12-1/5” Sheet)

STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA40
Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(13-2/5” x 11-1/4” Sheet)

Photo features Raine™ Stratus White Blend Arabesque Mosaic.
VENETIAN CALACATTA MARBLE
M474

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Polished
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Honed

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
3/8” x Random Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Split Face
(12” x 12” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
1/2” x 1” Brick-Joint Mosaic – Polished
(12” x 12” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
1-1/2” x 5/8” Oval Mosaic – Polished
(12” x 12-1/2” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
1” x Random Mosaic – Polished & Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
3” x 3” Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8” x 13-3/4” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
3” x 1-1/2” Marquise Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8” x 13-3/4” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
2” x 2” Hexagon Mosaic – Polished
(13” x 12-1/2” Sheet)

VENETIAN CALACATTA M474
Random Linear Mosaic – Polished & Honed
(12” x 15” Sheet)

Photo features Venetian Calacatta™ 3 x 6 on the wall.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DAL TILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
LUMEN WHITE MARBLE — PRESARIO™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION

M024

LUMEN WHITE M024
12” x 24” & 3” x 9” – Polished & Honed

LUMEN WHITE M024
12-1/8” x 11-7/8” Sheet
Random Linear Mosaic – Split Face, Bush Hammered, & Honed

LUMEN WHITE DE52
Modern Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/8” x 7-1/4” Sheet)

LUMEN WHITE M024
Hexagon Mosaic – Honed
(11-3/4” x 11-3/4” Sheet)

LUMEN WHITE M024
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(Irregular Shape Sheet)
VESTAL WHITE MARBLE – CANDORA™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M046

VESTAL WHITE MARBLE M046
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished & Honed

VESTAL WHITE BLEND MARBLE DE13
Mini Arabesque Mosaic – Polished (12" x 11-11/16" Sheet)

WHITE & BLUE BLEND MARBLE DE17
Mini Chevron Mosaic – Polished (11-13/16" x 12" Sheet)

VESTAL WHITE MARBLE M046
Linear Leaf Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Bush Hammered (12-1/4" x 11-3/16" Sheet)

VESTAL WHITE MARBLE M046
Linear Hex Mosaic – Polished (12-3/8" x 13-5/16" Sheet)

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE – ASCEND™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M109

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE M109 (Vein-cut)
12" x 24" & 3" x 8" – Honed
12" x 24" – Polished

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE M109 (Vein-cut)
4" Hexagon Mosaic – Honed, Scraped & Sand-blasted (14-1/8" x 11-1/2" Sheet)

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE M109 (Vein-cut)

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE M109 (Vein-cut)
1" x 6" Chevron Mosaic – Honed (14-5/8" x 17-3/8" Sheet)

CANDID HEATHER MARBLE M109 (Vein-cut)
1" x 2" Leaf Mosaic – Honed (10-1/4" x 13-1/4" Sheet)

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CASTELLINA™ –
A COLLECTION OF MOSAICS WITH STONE, METAL & PORCELAIN ELEMENTS

STONE MOSAICS

CT54 TRELLIS
White and Gray
(14” x 12” Sheet)

CT55 TRELLIS
Beige and Gray
(14” x 12” Sheet)

CT56 LINEAR HEX
White and Gray
(15” x 13” Sheet)

CT57 LINEAR HEX
Beige and Gray
(15” x 13” Sheet)
STONES & METAL MOSAICS

CT58 HARLEQUIN
White and Brass
(13” x 12” Sheet)

CT59 BAROQUE
White and Brass
(16” x 14” Sheet)

CT60 NOUVEAU
White and Titanium
(11” x 11” Sheet)

CT61 BASILICA
White and Steel
(15” x 13” Sheet)

STONES & PORCELAIN MOSAICS

CT62 NEO ARROW
White and Midnight Gray
(11” x 12” Sheet)

CT63 NEO ARROW
Gray and Fawn
(11” x 12” Sheet)

CT64 DIAMOND
White and Midnight Gray
(19” x 12” Sheet)

CT65 DIAMOND
Gray and Fawn
(19” x 12” Sheet)

CT66 MODERN ARABESQUE
White and Midnight Gray
(13” x 14” Sheet)

CT67 MODERN ARABESQUE
Gray and Fawn
(13” x 14” Sheet)

CT68 ELONGATED HEX
White and Midnight Gray
(13” x 17” Sheet)

CT69 ELONGATED HEX
Gray and Fawn
(13” x 17” Sheet)

Photo features Castellina” Beige and Gray Linear Hex Limestone Mosaic on the backsplash.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT MARAZZIUSA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CUMULUS GREY MARBLE – RAINÉ™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M019

CUMULUS GREY M019
12" x 24" & 3" x 9" – Polished & Honed

CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA36
Linear Random Mosaic – Polished
(11-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA39
Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed
(13-5/8" x 12-1/5" Sheet)

CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA42
Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(13-2/5" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA52
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)
CIRRUS STORM MARBLE – RAINE™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M018

CIRRUS STORM M018
12” x 24” & 3” x 9” – Polished & Honed

CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA32
2” Hex Mosaic – Honed
(11-1/16” x 11-7/8” Sheet)

CIRRUS STORM DA33
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA35
Linear Random Mosaic – Polished
(11-3/4” x 11-1/4” Sheet)

CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA38
Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed
(13-5/8” x 12-1/5” Sheet)

CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA41
Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(13-2/5” x 11-1/4” Sheet)

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
DELANCEY GREY MARBLE – CENTER CITY™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION

M322

DELANCEY GREY MARBLE M322
24” x 24”, 12” x 24” & 4” x 12” – Polished & Honed

ARCH GREY MARBLE – CENTER CITY™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION

M323

ARCH GREY MARBLE M323
24” x 24”, 12” x 24” & 4” x 12” – Polished & Honed

BENGALI TEMPLE MARBLE – PARKSVILLE™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION

M321

BENGALI TEMPLE M321
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Polished
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Honed

BENGALI TEMPLE M321
2” x 2” Mosaic – Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)

BENGALI TEMPLE M321
Victorian Mosaic – Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)

BENGALI TEMPLE M321
3” x 15” Picket Fence – Honed
META SILVER MARBLE –
PRESARIO™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M023

META SILVER BLEND DE51
Modern Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/8” x 7-1/4” Sheet)

META SILVER M023
Hexagon Mosaic – Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)

META SILVER M023
Random Linear Mosaic –
Split Face, Bush Hammered, & Honed
(12-1/8” x 11-7/8” Sheet)

META SILVER M023
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
OPEN HORIZON MARBLE – ASCEND™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M110

DEMURE GRAY MARBLE M053
24” x 24”, 12” x 24”, 12” x 12”, 8” x 36”, 3” x 6” – Polished & Honed

DEMURE GRAY BLEND MARBLE DE15
Mini Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(12” x 11-11/16” Sheet)

WHITE & GRAY BLEND MARBLE DE18
Mini Chevron Mosaic – Polished
(11-13/16” x 12” Sheet)

DEMURE GRAY MARBLE M053
Linear Leaf Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Bush Hammered
(12-1/4” x 11-3/16” Sheet)

DEMURE GRAY MARBLE M053
Linear Hex Mosaic – Polished
(12-3/8” x 13-5/16” Sheet)

OPEN HORIZON MARBLE M110 (Vein-cut)
4” Hexagon Mosaic – Honed, Scraped & Sand-Blasted
(14-1/8” x 11-1/2” Sheet)

OPEN HORIZON MARBLE M110 (Vein-cut)
1” x 6” Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(14-5/8” x 17-3/8” Sheet)

OPEN HORIZON MARBLE M110 (Vein-cut)
Random Modern Stack Mosaic – Honed, Bush-Hammered & Sand-Blasted
(8-3/4” x 12-1/8” Sheet)

OPEN HORIZON MARBLE M110 (Vein-cut)
1” x 2” Leaf Mosaic – Honed
(10-1/4” x 13-1/4” Sheet)

MARBLE BUILDER STUDIO | PLEASE REFER TO AMERICANOLEAN.COM FOR APPLICATION AND TEST RESULTS
LATTE MARBLE
M047

LATTE M047
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Polished
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Honed

LATTE M047
Ingot Mosaic – Polished
(11” x 13” Sheet)

LATTE M047
3” x 15” Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

LATTE M047
Wedge Mosaic – Polished, Bush Hammered & Saw Cut
(5” x 24” Sheet)

LATTE M047
4” x 20” – Raked

LATTE BLEND DA25
Framed Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(14” x 12” Sheet)

LUMIA LEAF BEIGE DA30
Lumia Leaf Mosaic – Polished
(15” x 10” Sheet)

ARGYLE BLEND BEIGE DA22
Argyle Blend Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/2” x 12” Sheet)

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO MARBLE
M722

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
12 x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
3" x 3" Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8" x 13-3/4" Sheet)

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
1" x 2" Split Face Mosaic
(12" x 12" Sheet)

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
1-1/2" x 5/8" Oval Mosaic – Polished
(12" x 12-1/2" Sheet)

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
2" x 2" Mosaic – Tumbled
(12" x 12" Sheet)

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
3/8" Random Mosaic – Polished, Honed & Sand Blasted
(12" x 12" Sheet)

CREMA MARFIL CLASSICO M722
3" x 1-1/2" Marquise Mosaic – Polished
(13-3/8" x 13-3/4" Sheet)
ANTICO SCURO MARBLE
M049

ANTICO SCURO M049
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Polished
12” x 24”, 12” x 12” & 3” x 6” – Honed

ANTICO SCURO M049
Ingot Mosaic – Polished
(11” x 13” Sheet)

ANTICO SCURO BLEND DA28
Framed Baroque Mosaic – Polished
(14” x 12” Sheet)

ANTICO SCURO M049
4” x 20” – Raked

ANTICO SCURO M049
Wedge Mosaic – Polished, Bush Hammered & Saw Cut
(5” x 24” Sheet)

ANTICO SCURO M049
3” x 15” Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

Photo features Antico Scuro Marble 3 x 15 picket fence on the wall.
REVERENT TAUPE MARBLE – PRESARIO™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M022

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE50
Modern Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/8" x 7-1/4" Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE53
Random Linear Mosaic
Split Face, Bush Hammered, & Honed
(12-1/8" x 11-7/8" Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE54
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE M022
Hexagon Mosaic – Honed
(11-3/4" x 11-3/4" Sheet)

SINCERE BROWN BLEND MARBLE & LIMESTONE DE16
Mini Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(12" x 11-11/16" Sheet)

DARK BEIGE & BROWN BLEND MARBLE & LIMESTONE DE20
Mini Chevron Mosaic – Polished
(11-13/16" x 12" Sheet)

SINCERE BROWN MARBLE – CANDORA™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
M054

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE50
Modern Lantern Mosaic – Polished
(11-1/8" x 7-1/4" Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE53
Random Linear Mosaic
Split Face, Bush Hammered, & Honed
(12-1/8" x 11-7/8" Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE BLEND DE54
Pebble Mosaic – Tumbled
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

REVERENT TAUPE M022
Hexagon Mosaic – Honed
(11-3/4" x 11-3/4" Sheet)

SINCERE BROWN BLEND MARBLE & LIMESTONE DE16
Mini Arabesque Mosaic – Polished
(12" x 11-11/16" Sheet)

DARK BEIGE & BROWN BLEND MARBLE & LIMESTONE DE20
Mini Chevron Mosaic – Polished
(11-13/16" x 12" Sheet)
VOLCANIC GRAY LIMESTONE
L725

12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Polished
12" x 24", 12" x 12" & 3" x 6" – Honed

VOLCANIC GRAY L725
Ingot Mosaic – Honed
(11" x 13" Sheet)

VOLCANIC GRAY L725
Wedge Mosaic – Polished, Bush Hammered & Saw Cut
(5" x 24" Sheet)

VOLCANIC GRAY L725
3" x 15" Picket Fence – Polished & Honed

VOLCANIC GRAY BLEND DA27
Framed Baroque Mosaic – Honed
(14" x 12" Sheet)

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DAL TILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
**ARCTIC GRAY LIMESTONE**

**L757**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARCTIC GRAY L757</th>
<th>1/2&quot; x 1&quot; Brick-joint Mosaic – Polished (12&quot; x 12&quot; Sheet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC GRAY L757</td>
<td>2&quot; x 2&quot; Beveled Mosaic – Honed (12&quot; x 14&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC GRAY L757</td>
<td>1/2&quot; x 1&quot; Brick-joint Mosaic – Sand Blasted (12&quot; x 12&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC GRAY L757</td>
<td>3&quot; x 6&quot; Harlequin Beveled Mosaic – Honed (12&quot; x 13-1/2&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC GRAY L757</td>
<td>1 x 1-7/8&quot; &amp; 3/8&quot; x 3/8&quot; Dots Basketweave Mosaic – Polished (12-3/4&quot; x 12-3/4&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCTIC GRAY L757</td>
<td>2&quot; x 6&quot; Split Face Mosaic (12&quot; x 14 Sheet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHENILLE WHITE LIMESTONE**

**L191**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHENILLE WHITE L191</th>
<th>6&quot; Hexagon – Honed (10-1/4&quot; x 11-7/8&quot; Sheet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>Modern Linear Mosaic – Polished, Honed &amp; Scraped (11-3/4&quot; x 11-1/4&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>1&quot; x Random Mosaic – Polished, Honed &amp; Sand Blasted (12&quot; x 12&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>3&quot; x 3&quot; Baroque Mosaic – Polished (13-3/8&quot; x 13-3/4&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>3&quot; x 6&quot; Harlequin Mosaic – Honed (13&quot; x 12-1/2&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>1-1/2&quot; x 5/8&quot; Oval Mosaic – Polished (12&quot; x 12-1/2&quot; Sheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHENILLE WHITE L191</td>
<td>3&quot; x 8&quot; Vein-cut – Polished (12&quot; x 12, 8&quot; x 36&quot;, 6&quot; x 36&quot;, 4&quot; x 36&quot;, 4&quot; x 12, &amp; 3&quot; x 8&quot; Vein-cut – Honed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CARLTON BEIGE LIMESTONE –
CENTER CITY™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
L012

KALAHARI BEIGE LIMESTONE –
PARKSVILLE™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
L010

ADOUR CRÉME LIMESTONE
L341

BLAVET BLANC LIMESTONE
L340

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE –
ASCEND™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION
L101

HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE L101 (Vein-cut)
12" x 24" & 3" x 8" – Honed

HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE L101 (Vein-cut)
4" Hexagon Mosaic – Honed, Scraped, Sand-blasted & Bush-Hammered
(14-1/8" x 11-1/2" Sheet)

HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE L101 (Vein-cut)
Random Modern Stack Mosaic – Honed, Scraped, Sand-blasted & Bush-hammered
(8-3/4" x 12-1/8" Sheet)

HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE L101 (Vein-cut)
1" x 6" Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(14-5/8" x 17-3/8" Sheet)

HONEST GREIGE LIMESTONE L101 (Vein-cut)
1" x 2" Leaf Mosaic – Honed
(10-1/4" x 13-1/4" Sheet)
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
DENALI PEAK TRAVERTINE – PARKSVILLE™ NATURAL STONE COLLECTION

T195

DENALI PEAK T195
2” x 2” Mosaic – Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)

DENALI PEAK T195
3” x 15” Picket Fence – Honed

DENALI PEAK T195
Victorian Mosaic – Honed
(12” x 12” Sheet)
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
NATURAL STONE BLENDS

TIRSO BLEND DA88
1" x 1" Mosaic – Honed
(11-7/8" x 12" Sheet)

TARO BLEND DA89
1" x 1" Mosaic – Honed
(11-7/8" x 12" Sheet)

BRENTA BLEND DA87
1" x 1" Mosaic – Honed
(11-3/4" x 11-7/8" Sheet)

FUSION BLANC DA15
Large Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(22" x 12" Sheet)

FUSION CREME DA17
Large Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(22" x 12" Sheet)

FUSION GRIS DA16
Large Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(22" x 12" Sheet)

FUSION BRUN DA18
Large Chevron Mosaic – Honed
(22" x 12" Sheet)

PANARO BLEND DA90
5/8" x 1" Brick-Joint Mosaic – Polished
(12" x 12" Sheet)

Photo features Brenta Blend 1" x 1" mosaic on the wall.
CAST STONE & IRIDESCENT GLASS MOSAICS

GRIS ET BLANC DA19
1-3/8" x 2-3/8" Rain Drop Cast Stone & Glass Mosaic
(12" x 13-3/4" Sheet)

BLANC ET BEIGE DA20
1-3/8" x 2-3/8" Rain Drop Cast Stone & Glass Mosaic
(12" x 13-3/4" Sheet)

VENETIAN
CALACATTA M474
Irregular shape
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

CHENILLE
WHITE L191
Irregular shape
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

CREAMY
SAND DA06
Irregular shape
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

EARTHY
BLEND DA07
Irregular shape
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

BLACK
RIVER DA05
Irregular shape
(1 sq. ft. Sheet)

BLANC ET BEIGE DA20
2" x 2-3/8" Baroque Cast Stone & Glass Mosaic
(12-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

RIVER PEBBLES

GRIS ET BLANC DA19
2" x 2-3/8" Baroque Cast Stone & Glass Mosaic
(12-3/4" x 11-1/4" Sheet)

Photo features Earthy Blend River Pebbles on the floor.

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
QUARTZITE
STACKED STONE

SANYA WHITE S702
6” x 24” Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

HAIKOU GREY S703
6” x 24” Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

MACAU BLACK S701
6” x 24” Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

Photo features Haikou Grey Quartzite Stacked Stone on the wall and columns.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

GOLDEN SUN S783
6" x 24" Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

SHANGHAI RUST S349
6" x 24" Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

BEIJING GREEN S282
6" x 24" Stacked Stone
Natural Cleft Ungauged

Photo features Haikou Grey Quartzite Stacked Stone on the wall and Slate Attaché™ Multi Green 12 x 24 on the floor.
Functionality and fashion meet in this vast assortment of extra-large surfaces for your countertops and beyond. From beauty to ultimate resiliency we have an innovative and stylish solution for any application.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
**GRANITE - TIER 3**

**NATURAL STONE**

- BIANCO LUCRE G203
- COLONIAL GOLD G422
- BLACK MIST ANTIQUE G756
- PALLADIUM WHITE G841
- WHITE ICE G238
- ZANZIBAR G457
- BISCOTTI WHITE G777
- DELICATOS WHITE G593

---

**GRANITE - TIER 4**

**NATURAL STONE**

- ADONIS WHITE G453
- NETUNO BORDEAUX G786
- LAPIPLUS G481
- WHITE SPRING G539
- MARRON COHIBA G390
- SOLARIUS G749
- ST LUCIA G458
- TAMBOA TIDE G367

---

**MARBLE**

**NATURAL STONE**

- CREMA MARFIL M722
- CARRARA WHITE M701
- FANTASY BROWN M817
- SHADOW STORM M113
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Daltile has expanded the successful ONE Quartz Surfaces® product line to include exciting new, contemporary colors to the Builder Studio program. These new colors are available in 2cm and 3cm thickness, as well as 1.2cm coordinating slabs, ideal for shower walls and tub surrounds.

ONE QUARTZ SURFACES® – BUILDER STUDIO BASICS*

SIMPLY WHITE NQ76
SIMPLY BEIGE OQ29
SIMPLY GREY OQ30

ONE QUARTZ SURFACES®
TIER 1

MORNING FROST NQ30
IMPERIO CARRARA OQ22
WOVEN WOOL NQ09
FRESH LINEN NQ66

EVENING GREY NQ43
BRUSHED FLANNEL NQ60
CONCRETE GRAY NQ87
MOLTEN GREY NQ95

*All Builder Studio Basics colors are available in 1.2cm thickness
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ELEVATE THE AMBIANCE OF VIRTUALLY ANY SPACE WITH THE SOPHISTICATED MARBLE LOOKS WITHIN ELEMENTAL SELECTION.

Create drama with striking vein patterns, or infuse tranquility with subtle marbling designs. Large format slabs create fewer grout lines for a more seamless appearance in both glossy and matte finishes. By combining the look of natural stone with the value and ease of porcelain, Elemental Selection reinvents classic décor.

ELEMENTAL SELECTION (6MM & 12MM)
GLOSSY & MATTE FINISH

STATUARIO CM03
CALACATTA CM04
BLANC CM05* – AVAILABLE IN 6MM ONLY

MOONSTONE CM11
DIAMOND MINE CM12
GYPSUM CALACATTA CM22

*Matte finish only
ELEMENTAL SELECTION (6MM & 12MM)
GLOSSY & MATTE FINISH

SLAB FACE – BOOK MATCHED APPLICATION
(OFFERED ON 12MM STATUARIO, CALACATTA, DIAMOND MINE & CALACATTA ARIES SLABS ONLY)

Photo features Panoramic Porcelain Surfaces’ Elemental Selection Moonstone matte on the floor and countertops.
CAPTURE A SENSE OF STRENGTH AND CHARACTER WITH INDUSTRIAL SELECTION.

Bring the urban chic feel of a downtown gallery or loft to virtually any space with the look of sleek concrete. Large format slabs provide seamless style to more closely mimic the essence of poured concrete while the smooth, matte finish adds a touch of sophistication. Infuse your space with the robust, stoic presence of concrete while enjoying the versatility of porcelain tile with Industrial Selection.

INDUSTRIAL SELECTION (6MM)
MATTE FINISH

VICKERY TAUPE CM10

MANOR WHITE CM18*

*Available in glossy & matte finishes
INDUSTRIAL SELECTION (6MM)

MATTE FINISH

STONEWALL COAL CM09

CINDER RAIL CM17

CHARRED NICKEL CM16

HEARTH SMOKE CM08

SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DAL TILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
ELEVATE THE SURFACE.

Whether a stunning kitchen creation, a spa bath makeover or a memorable retail environment, it’s critical to understand the importance of a functional surface. And with functionality comes performance. A successful design should look beautiful, but also be able to withstand the daily wear and tear it encounters. Selecting materials from tile and backsplash to XL Surfaces like Natural Stone, Quartz and Porcelain slabs that can withstand heat and scratches and are easy to clean, is the ultimate dream for homeowners and commercial outfitters alike.

Of course, the beauty of a room starts with a statement piece, the countertops. From there, the space is your blank canvas — ready for any stretch of your imagination to take flight. From floor tile and backsplash, to innovative trendsetting floor patterns, the possibilities are endless. Daltile offers all the latest trends in surfaces – all in one convenient place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTANCE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>CHIPS</th>
<th>HEAT</th>
<th>STAIN</th>
<th>SCRATCHES</th>
<th>SEALING REQUIRED</th>
<th>MAINTENANCE</th>
<th>PROS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL QUARTZITE</td>
<td>$$$$$</td>
<td>•••••</td>
<td>•••••</td>
<td>•••••</td>
<td>•••••</td>
<td>•••••</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Look of marble Durability of granite Lower maintenance than marble Colors and patterns not found in other natural stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANITE</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Affordable luxury Wide range of colors and patterns Durable and long lasting Easy care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARBLE</td>
<td>$$$$$</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Veining details and superior characteristics Widely available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE QUARTZ</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Highly stain resistant Excellent for undermount sinks Engineered, so has consistent look Hundreds of colors to choose from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANORAMIC PORCELAIN</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>•••</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Large size for fewer seams Great for indoor or outdoor installation Virtually maintenance-free Works on walls, floors &amp; countertops – even outdoors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
BATH ACCESSORIES

These new sleek corner shelves coordinate with most popular bath and shower fixtures and are available in six colors and two sizes. Both water and stain resistant, these anti-bacterial, anti-microbial accessories are also mold and mildew resistant for long-lasting durability and beauty.
CONTEMPORARY BATH ACCESSORIES

CAST STONE CORNER SHELVES (PRICE GROUP 1)
FLANGED

- WHITE GLOSS CN10 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- WHITE GLOSS CN10 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- WHITE GLOSS CN10 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- WHITE GLOSS CN10 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

- SAND CN11 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- SAND CN11 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- SAND CN11 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- SAND CN11 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

- TRAVERTINE CN12 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- TRAVERTINE CN12 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- TRAVERTINE CN12 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- TRAVERTINE CN12 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

- GRAY CN13 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- GRAY CN13 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- GRAY CN13 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- GRAY CN13 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

CAST METAL CORNER SHELVES (PRICE GROUP 2)
FLANGED

- STAINLESS CN14 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- STAINLESS CN14 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- STAINLESS CN14 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- STAINLESS CN14 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

- OIL RUBBED BRONZE CN15 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flanged
- OIL RUBBED BRONZE CN15 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flanged
- OIL RUBBED BRONZE CN15 9-1/8" Large Corner Self with Flat Back
- OIL RUBBED BRONZE CN15 5-1/4" Corner Self with Flat Back

(1) and (2) indicate Price Groups, (1) being the least expensive.

Flat Back and Flange Contemporary Corner Shelves are available in all sizes and colors.
Flat Back Corner Shelves install over existing surfaces. Flange is ideal for new construction.
SOME PRODUCTS MAY HAVE TRIM AVAILABLE. CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT DALTILE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean®

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abound</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aventi</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danya</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest Grove</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impresa</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrit</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset Falls</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vellagio</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterwood</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfire</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Marble Blend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bengali Temple M321:</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” x 2” mosaic honed</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrara White M701:</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovella mosaic polished, 1” x random mosaic polished, honed and sand blasted,</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquise, 2” x 2” hexagon polished, modern linear mosaic</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contempo White M313:</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval mosaic</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema Marfil Classico M722:</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval, 2” x 2” hexagon, marquise, 2” x 2” tumble, 1” x random polished,</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honed and sand blasted</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulus Grey M019:</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” hexagon honed</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean® Marble

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candid Heather M109:</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” x 2” leaf mosaic honed, 4” hexagon mosaic</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demure Gray M053:</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear hex mosaic, linear leaf mosaic mixed finish</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumen White M024:</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” hexagon honed, pebble mosaic tumbled</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta Silver M023:</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” hexagon honed, pebble mosaic tumbled</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Horizon M101:</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” x 1” leaf mosaic honed, 4” hexagon mosaic</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverent Tappe M022:</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” hexagon honed</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestal White M046:</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear hex mosaic, linear leaf mosaic mixed finish</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean® Limestone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnest Beige L727:</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear hex mosaic, linear leaf mosaic mixed finish</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest Greige L101:</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1” x 2” leaf mosaic honed</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daltile® Travertine:</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baja Cream T720:</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” x 2” mosaic tumbled</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denali Peak T195:</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” x 2” mosaic honed</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean® River Marble Mosaics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black River DA05:</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenille White L191:</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamy Sand DA06:</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthy Blend DA07:</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venetian Calacatta M474:</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean® Decorative Accents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argyle Blend Beige DA22:</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyle Blend Gray DA23:</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyle Blend White DA21:</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenta Blend DA87:</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrus Leaf Blend 2” x 2” Hex DA32:</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrus Storm Blend Pebble DA33:</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulus Grey Blend Pebble DA52:</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framed Baroque Antico Scuro DA28:</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framed Baroque Empyrean Ice DA24:</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framed Baroque Latte DA25:</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framed Baroque Stormy Mist DA26:</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framed Baroque Volcanic Gray DA27:</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Ring Cirrus Storm Blend DA38:</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Ring Cumulus Grey Blend DA39:</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Ring Stratus White Blend DA37:</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panaro Blend DA90:</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taro Blend DA89:</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirso Blend DA88</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## American Olean® Stone Blends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini Arabesque Demure Gray Blend DE15:</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Arabesque Earnest Beige Blend DE14:</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Arabesque Sincere Brown Blend DE16:</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Arabesque Vestal White Blend DE13:</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Chevron Dark Beige &amp; Brown Blend DE20:</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Chevron Light Beige &amp; Brown Blend DE19:</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Chevron White &amp; Blue Blend DE17:</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Chevron White &amp; Grey Blend DE18:</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverent Taper Blend Pebble DE54:</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Marazzi® Stone Blends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castellina Mosaics:</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT56 linear hex, CT62 and CT63 new arrow mosaic</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>